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ABSTRACT

This work describes a new tunable narrow band optical filter to
be used in solar studies.

The proposed instrument utilizes ten

Michelson type interferometers in a Lyot-Ohman filter configuration with
stage duplication.

Each interferometer is composed of two prisms of a

novel design, therefore making the instrument very compact, physically
speaking.

Tunability of the filter is achieved by changing the inter

ferometers optical path difference by means of piezoelectric transducers.
The use of uncoated optics permits the system to be used in a very large
band of wavelengths, from the near ultraviolet to the near infrared.
This device has a resolving power, X/6X of the order of 105 and a low
offband transmission Cv-5%).
or more is achievable.

A high peak passband transmission

of 50%

This is possible due to the use of high quality

glass, near total elimination of reflection losses by using optical
couplers and by taking advantage of the frustrated total internal
reflection to obtain a highly efficient beamsplitter.
The above claims are sustained by some very detailed calculations
of the filter's properties.

Those calculations are applied to the use

of the filter in a particular system, a f/100 solar telescope, but some
of the results can be extended to any other optical system.

Also, a

large section of this work is devoted to the frustrated total internal
reflection, its theoretical analysis and applications in the construction
of beamsplitters.
ix

X

In order to solve a particularly important problem in the
design of the filter, namely reflection losses between the various
stages, considerable effort has been put into evaluating the use of
clear room temperature silicone rubber (RTV) as an optical coupler.
This involved, among others, measuring the optical and mechanical
properties of a particular kind of RTV.

The use of RTV is not only

limited to optical couplers, but can be extended to other applications
in active and adaptive optics and furthermore, its possible use in
biological systems, especially the eye, is suggested.
To achieve near ideal performance of the filter, the optical
quality of its main components must be very high.
the optical components were carefully tested.

For this reason,

The testing techniques

and results obtained are also presented in this dissertation.
In addition to materials directly related to the filter's
design, this work contains a review of the main instruments used in
optical spectroscopy.

Special emphasis is given to the description of

the class of filters particularly suited for solar work.

A brief

presentation of the main characteristics of the solar spectrum is also
included as well as a proposal for a specific experiment that could give
the line to continuum opacity ratio of weak solar absorption Fraunhofer
lines.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Observing the sun is an endeavor pursued by man since ancient
times.

The cycle of life depends on this nearby star as its main

source of energy. This is becoming more evident in recent times as
man, after continuing to deplete in ever increasing speed, fossil fuel
and other forms of energy, is turning directly to the sun as a
possible source of power.

But this is not the only reason why mankind

is attracted by this object that in some sense dominates all forms of
life.

In the past, religion and mythology were closely related to the

sun and today, this same desire of trying to understand nature and
perhaps ourselves is driving man to look at the sun for some of the
answers.

But long were the days when naked eyes were the only

instruments used for observations. In the last two centuries, the
number and kinds of tools available for solar studies have changed
appreciably reaching a degree of sophistication never dreamed before.
The present work occupies itself with one of those instruments and it
is hoped that it might one day, make its contribution to human knowledge.
Research at the Santa Catalina Laboratory for Experimental
Relativity by Astrometry (SCLERA) is conducted with this same spirit.
The primary instrument at SCLERA is a photoelectric telescope designed
for daytime astrometry.

During the past several years, the number of
1
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new results in solar physics obtained at SCLERA has been rather impres
sive.

It includes the measurement of the solar oblateness, an

investigation of equator-pole excess brightness and solar oscillations.
This program of research would be enriched with the incorporation of a
narrow band optical filter to the telescope.

Some very interesting

work on solar absorption and emission lines could

be done.

Among it

the measurement of heights of formation of solar lines, comparing the
solar diameters at line center and line wings and measuring the internal
rotation of the sun by studying rotational splitting on the five minute
oscillations are the more promising.

However, due to the very special

nature of the SCLERA telescope (Oleson et al. 1974) and the characteris
tics of the solar spectrum, the optical filter suitable for this work
must satisfy several very stringent requirements.
be small in size

First the filter must

50 cm) and weight so as to fit into the solar

detector of the telescope.

Secondly, to cover most of the interesting

solar lines, it must be tunable between 4000 and 10000A.

The other

requirements are low offband transmission (below 10%) and high resolving
power (A/6A

10s) so that the Fraunhofer solar lines can be discrim

inated against the continuum background.

Additionally it is necessary

to have the filter stabilized against a stable reference source, such
as a He-Ne laser.

There are at least three instruments that can satisfy

one or more of the requirements listed above.

They are the Fabry-Perot

interferometer, the Lyot-Ohman birefringent filter (Evans 1949) and the
acousto tunable optical filter (Harris and Wallace 1969).

Unfortunately,

the Fabry-Perot is not tunable over the whole range of wavelengths.

3

Lyot-Ohman filters only recently have been made fully tunable (Beckers,
Dickson and Joyce 1975) between 4000 and 7000A, however, they are very
expensive (Baumeister 1973) and very large in size and complexity.
Finally, the acousto tunable optical filter is not yet fully developed,
but it is a system that looks very promising (Chang 1977). In Chapter 2,
a more complete discription of these three kinds of filters is presented.
The conclusion to be drawn from the discussion above, is that a new type
of filter that is compatible with the requirements above would certainly
be welcomed.

This dissertation presents a solution found for the design

of an optical filter, suitable for the SCLERA telescope and for solar
studies but that could also be used eventually for other applications
where such an instrument may be useful.
The proposed filter was first described in a paper by Smolka
and Hill (1976).

In this device the principles of two beam interferome-

try are used for wavelength discrimination in a direct way, as in the
Lyot-Ohman class of birefringent filters.

The basic principle (see for

example, Jenkins and White 1957, Zirin 1966, or Steel 1967).is that a
sharp peaked transmission curve can be achieved by a system consisting
of several two-beam type interferometer in series but with the optical
path difference in each interferometer twice that of the preceding
interferometer in the chain.

The net result is a system having resolving

power equivalent to a large grating spectrometer and light gathering
capabilities similar to a Fabry-Perot.

This last characteristic is

possible in the proposed filter because each interferometer is of the
corner-cube type, as shown later in this work.

More specifically, each

4

interferometer is made of only two prisms thus making possible a very
compact configuration.

The absence of coated optics in the interferom

eters is a feature that allows broadband use as far as wavelength is
concerned.

Also relative to this point, it is necessary to have the

beamsplitter achromatic over the range of wavelengths in which the
filter is to be used.

This can be accomplished by employing the

frustrated total internal reflection as a means of obtaining a tunable
loss less beamsplitter.

Each of the above points as well as other

details of the filter are discussed in the text below.

The studies

presented in Chapter 3 should clarify some of the claims made above and
also provide some quantitative information.
But before a full description of the optical filter is presented,
the main features of the solar spectrum and its origin in the solar
atmosphere are briefly discussed.

After this, a review is given of the

existing instruments available to the solar physicist.

Emphasis is put

on the description of the main competitors to the proposed filter,
stressing their qualities and drawbacks.

Chapter 3 deals exhaustively

with the filter itself, beginning with a presentation of the design
criteria, the intended use of the instrument and a full description of
the system. Once the basic details are shown, the analysis of the
fundamentals of a corner-cube type interferometer used as a spectrometer
and its properties in the SCLERA telescope are discussed.

A complete

study of the frustrated total internal reflection effect is then
undertaken.

After this, the analysis of the filter is continued and the

properties of the whole filter, the optical specifications necessary for
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ideal performance and the control scheme for the system are studied in
succession.

Finally the chapter ends with a description and the

necessary design calculations for the pre-disperser to be used with the
high resolution section.
As a by-product of the research leading to the development of
this filter, the use of room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber in
optics proved to be quite interesting.

The optical properties of this

material had to be determined and the very promising results are shown
in Chapter 4. The use of silicone rubber is not only limited to
physical systems but can be extended to biological applications as
described at the end of the chapter.

The main body of this work ends

with a description of the methods and results obtained in the optical
testing of the prisms that will be used in the construction of the
filter.
As pointed out in the beginning of this introduction, the
instrument proposed in this dissertation will be used in the study of
solar phenomena.

The author then feels that this work would be

incomplete if it did not contain a contribution in this direction.

So,

for completeness, a specific experiment to be conducted using the
proposed filter and the SCLERA telescope is outlined in Appendix C.

If

successful, this experiment will provide quantitative information
regarding the line absorption formation process in the solar atmosphere.

CHAPTER 2

SOLAR SPECTROSCOPY

Introduction
When designing a new instrument specially suited for solar
observations, a clear understanding of the main characteristics of the
solar spectrum is important.

This chapter deals basically with the

subject of solar spectral lines, their formation, principal features
and the problems involved in their detection.
Since this work refers only to the visible part of the spectrum,
that is, from around 4000A to 10000A, the solar physics will be
limited to that of the sun's photosphere and lower chromosphere.
problem is essentially one of radiation transfer through a gas.

The
Precise

observations of the continuous spectrum give information on the
distribution of electron temperature, pressure and continuous absorption
coefficient.

The line spectrum reveals the chemical composition,

thermal and hydrodynamical properties and the presence of magnetic and
electric fields in the photosphere.
Also in this chapter, some attention will be devoted to the
problem of detection of the solar spectrum.

A brief review of the

presently used instruments is made pointing out their main advantages
and drawbacks.

Finally, a new method of analyzing the influence of the

instrumental transfer function in the observed line shape is intro
duced.
6
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The Solar Spectrum

The Continuum
Hie energy produced in the core initially diffuses throughout
the sim in the form of high energy gamma rays.

As the photons are

absorbed and reemitted many times in a region of decreasing temperature,
pressure and density, the energy changes to x rays, ultraviolet and
finally to visible light characteristic of the solar energy freely
radiated to space.

The region of the sun where the photon emitted

outward has only a very small probability of being reabsorbed or
scattered is called the photosphere.

The spectrum of emitted energy

is very close to that of a blackbody with a temperature of about
6000°K.
A powerful tool for studying the photosphere is the measurement
of the so called "limb darkening."

This phenomenon occurs due to the

negative temperature gradient in the photosphere.

As the line of sight

is shifted toward the edge of the sun, the number of atoms between the
observer and a given height in the atmosphere increases.

Thus the

energy flux that reaches the observer comes from higher layers where
the temperature is lower, and therefore emits less energy.

As a typical

example of how a knowledge of the limb darkening yields information

about the temperature distribution in the photosphere, one might cite
the work of Pierce and Waddell (1961).

After measuring the limb

darkening function they made a least squares fit to an analytical repre
sentation.

Furthermore by assuming local thermodynamical equilibrium
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in the photosphere, the radiation field was equated to that of a
blackbody.

The source function used to duplicate the assumed

representation of the limb darkening was then made equal to the Planck
function.

The run of the temperature as a function of optical

depth for several wavelengths was thereby obtained.
The formal mathematical expression for the limb darkening
will be presented in the next section where the continuum can be
treated as a particular case of a more general solution.

The Fraunhofer Spectrum
If the solar radiation is observed with an instrument having
a wavelength resolution of the order of 1A, many absorption lines can
be seen.

These sharp and shallow dips in the intensity are called

Fraunhofer lines and they yield much information on the solar
atmosphere such as chemical composition, temperature, pressure and
local value of the magnetic and electric fields among others. The
reason why these absorption lines are formed is somewhat similar to that
of the limb darkening effect.

The absorption coefficient in a line is

greater than in the nearby continuum, and therefore the radiation that
finally emerges at line center comes from higher layers in the photo
sphere.

Since the temperature gradient is negative, a lower intensity

results.
Since later in this work, use will be made of the radiation
transfer integral, the present section seems to be a good place to
show the basic mathematical formalism.

The equations were taken from

Gibson (1972) and his notation will be followed.
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The radiation transfer equation is

(2.1)

where the superscripts i and c refer to line and the adjacent
continuum, respectively. The other symbols are defined as follows:
1^ - specific radiation intensity
- absorption coefficient at wavelength A
j^ - rate of radiant energy emission per unit mass, solid
angle, and wavelength interval
p - density
r - length of radius vector in the sun
0 - angle between the line of sight and radius vector.
Defining the line and continuum source function as
.c
(2.2)

(2.3)

the parameter

and the continuum optical depth
dr^ = -

c

pdr

(2.4)

the formal solution of (2.1) is

COS0
(2.5)
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In the above expression, 1^(0,0) is the intensity reaching the observer
from the position defined by r and 0 in the solar "superficies." This
expression completely specifies the depth and profiles of the
absorption lines once

c

&
S-^ and

c

are

known for the entire line.

But up to the present date no exact solution has been obtained due to
the incomplete specifications of all the mechanisms involved in
calculating the line source function.

Nevertheless, different

approximations have been used to solve (2.5) with various degrees of
success, but a review of the various theories does not pertain to the
scope of this work.
Expression (2.5) is also very useful for a qualitative analysis
of the various effects contributing to the line profile.

First the

line shape should change when the population of the species responsible
for the line increases or decreases since the absorption at a line is
proportional to p.

This effect is conveniently described by the so

called "curves of growth" (Allen 1963) where it is shown that the line
equivalent width w increases with the population of atoms responsible
for the particular line,

u) is defined as

where the integral is over the whole line centered at

c •
and 1^ is the

intensity of the nearby continuum. Several other mechanisms also
contribute to the line profile and the more important ones will be
briefly reviewed next.
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First, as a natural consequence of the uncertainty principle in
quantum mechanics, the finite lifetime of an excited state leads to an
uncertainty in the transition's energy.

This broadening has the famous

dispersion profile and is mathematically described by the Lorentzian
function.

Typically the value for the natural width is of the order of

10"3A and it is much smaller than the width due to other broadening
mechanisms.
The next most easily understood broadening is due to the Doppler
effect.

Since the emitting atom possesses a Maxwellian velocity distri

bution characterized by the local temperature, the absorption coefficient
profile is of the Gaussian form.

Thus measurement of the line width

reveals the local temperature in a direct way.

Other turbulent motions

in the atmosphere can be casted in the Doppler broadening formalism by a
redefinition of the most probable velocity in the Maxwellian distribution.
If this extra motion is uniform over the emitting region, only a shift in
the line center will result.

Finally the Doppler line width is typically

of the order of tenths of angstroms or smaller for most of the Fraunhofer
lines.
A third broadening mechanism is the pressure or collision
broadening and has to do with the action of one atom upon its closest
neighbors.

This effect can be treated by a redefinition of the natural

line width and this way of treating it is commonly called the impact
approximation.
In reality, all these mechanisms operate simultaneously and it
must be treated accordingly.

One way of doing this is by the use of

Voigt functions (Mihalas 1970) which represent the convolution of a

Gaussian with a Lorentzian and is parameterized by a factor
indicating the contribution by each of the functions (Hummer 1965).
As Mihalas (1970) shows, the Voigt profile can be separated as

H(a,v) ^ e~V

+ —-—
/n v2

(2.7)

where the first term is appropriate for small v and the second for
larger values of v.

In (2.7)

a = 4ir AXN/AAp

(2.8)

is the ratio of natural to the Doppler width and
CX-V
v -

(2.9)

is the distance to line center normalized to the Doppler width.

From

(2.7) one can see that the line core is dominated by Doppler broadening
while the wings mainly follow the dispersion profile.
The above analysis completes the review of the main character
istics of the solar spectrum.

For completeness, the principle solar

absorption lines are listed in Table 1 along with their equivalent
width a) and the intensity within the line relative to the continuum
%
c
Ix(0,0)/Ix(0,0).

From this table it is apparent that the task of

detecting these lines and accurately measuring their profile is
formidable.

The continuum radiation intensity poses a problem specially

with regard to signal to background ratio and as will be show later,
it places very stringent constraints on the detection instrument.

The strong Fraunhofer lines [taken from Allen (1973)].

if (0,0)

A(A)

Atom

E
*
r—"\
>
v /

Table 1.

3581.2

Fe I

2.2

3

3734.9

Fe I

3.1

1

3820.4

Fe I

1.8

2

3933.7

Ca II

19.2

3.9

3968.5

Ca II

14.4

4.1

4045.8

Fe I

1.2

2

4101.7

H I

3.4

19

4226.7

Ca I

1.5

4340.5

H I

3.5

17

4383.6

Fe I

1.1

3

4861.3

H I

4.2

14

5167.3

Mg I

0.9

12

5172.7

Mg I

1.3

8

5183.6

Mg I

1.6

7

5890.0

Na I

0.77

4.2

5895.9

Na I

0.57

4.8

6562.8

H I

4.1

16

8498.1

Ca II

1.3

30

8542.1

Ca II

3.6

19

8662.2

Ca II

2.7

21

10049.3

H I

1.6

79

10938.1

H I

2.2

73

*measured at center of solar disk.

-£— %
ij C0,0)

2.4

Instrumentation:

Basic and New

For a better consideration of a new instrument such as the one
proposed in the present work, there must be material for a comparison
between it and the already existing equipment.

This section was

prepared having in mind this objective as well as familiarizing the
reader with the different classes of instruments available to the
spectroscopist.
The existing instruments can be divided into three major
classes.

One of them covers those devices that need entrance and/or

exit slits such as prisms and diffraction grating instruments.

The

second class is composed of instruments such as Fabry-Perot and
Michelson interferometers (Fourier spectrometers).

Finally, the remain

ing instruments such as interference filters and tunable passband filters
such as birefringent and acousto-optical filters lie in the third class.
There is no universal way of intercomparing all these instruments
since each one of them is suited for a particular class of experiments.
Between the first two classes, the concept of luminosity-resolution
product has been used as a way of comparison.

This idea, first intro

duced by Pauls (1932) and treated on a quantitative basis by Jacquinot
(1954), showed that the modern blazed grating spectrometers are superior
to prism instruments in all respects.

Using this concept, a comparison

between gratings, and Fabry.perot or Michelson interferometers is also
possible (Jacquinot 1954, Bousquet 1971, and Cook 1971) showing the
clear advantage of instruments with axial symmetry.

But this conclusion

is not very clear, due to the fact that the instruments in the second

class must, in the majority of cases, be used with some kind of predisperser.

This need for an auxiliary monochromator to correct the

small free spectral range of the second class kind of instrument has
stimulated the creation of hybrid systems such as the SISAM inter
ferometer (Connes 1958, Amat et al. 1962).

In this device the mirrors

in a Michelson interferometer are replaced by two identical gratings.
In another instrument, Meaburn (1973) uses a SISAM spectrometer in
conjunction with a Fabry-Perot etalon.
Fabry-Perot and the grating

But, unfortunately, both the

instruments have their use limited to a

more or less restricted bandwidth because both the reflective coatings
in the etalon plates and the blazed gratings are, theoretically at
least, suited for a particular wavelength.

Nevertheless, these

instruments are widely used and will continue to be so despite their
problems.

On the positive side is the fact that they are fabricated

in a commercial scale and have had their design tested exhaustively
since their conception.

More details about these first two

classes of instruments can be found in the rather extensive literature
on the subject (Sawyer 1963, Bousquet 1971, Cook 1971, and Klinkenberg
1976).
The third kind of instruments are normally called filters
rather than spectrometers since they allow for the gathering of spatial
as well as spectral information.

This class separation is not very

distinct since a common spectrometer can produce an extended image
when used as a spectroheliograph and Fabry-Perot interferometers are
also employed as imaging devices.
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Belonging to this third class of instruments is a very important
filter, particularly for solar physics, called the birefringent filter.
As will be shown later, this device has transmission characteristics
similar to the instrument proposed in this work and it is also a
competitor for solar observations.

Because of its importance, more

attention will be devoted to the presentation of its characteristics.
The birefringent filter conceived independently by Lyot (1933)
and Ohman (1938) has been widely used since then in solar observations.
A full description of its operations can be found in several papers
(Billings 1947, Evans 1949 and Ammann 1965).

Briefly, it consists of a

a stack of birefringent materials with each one separated from the other
by a polarizer.

The birefringent elements, each cut with the optic

axis parallel to the surface,have their width in the ratio 1:2:4:8:16:
and so on.

The polarizers have their axis at 45° to the nearby

birefringent element and the first and last element of the whole
assembly are also polarizers.

The principle of operation is as follows:

light entering the first element is divided into ordinary and extra
ordinary rays that are recombined after the second polarizer.

The

phase difference rs proportional to the thickness of the element and
the difference in indices of refraction for the two rays. The
resultant intensity after each stage is identical to that of any two
beam interferometer.

The overall transmission profile consists of

a series of sharp peaks whose separation is set by the first element
and with their width given by the last stage. This filter must be
used with a predisperser in order to isolate only ~ single peak.

Typically, one may get a passband of around 0.5A (Van Griethuysen and
Houtgast 1959 and Krafft 1968), only a few percent transmission mainly
because of the polarizers and very low offband transmission.

This last

characteristic, very important for any narrow band optical filter,
qualifies the Lyot filter as a good candidate for solar work. The
original Lyot-Ohman filter had almost no tunability being limited to
small variations in temperature which changed the effective thickness
of each element.

A second method for controlling the wavelength of

the transmission bands is by use of elements of variable thickness
like the Babinet compensator (Evans 1949).

This method poses various

mechanical problems and has not been used in any practical way.
Another possibility is by the use of an electro-optical light modulator
(Billings 1947), but up to the present time, it has not been used to
produce a practical device.

The most widely used method of tuning is by

inserting a quarter wave plate between the birefringent material and the
following polarizer (Evans 1949). The crux of this solution is the
construction of achromatic quarter wave plates (Pancharatnan 1955 and
Beckers 1971).

Recently, Beckers, Dickson and Joyce (1975) reported

using this method in the construction of a Lyot-Ohman filter tunable
in the 4100-7000A wavelength region.
Another variation of the birefringent filter is the so called
"Sole filter" (Sole 1953, 1954, 1955, 1965 and Evans 1958).

In this

configuration the internal polarizers are eliminated and the relative
orientation of the birefringent elements is changed.

As one would

expect, this device has a higher transmission, around 50% (Evans 1958),

but a much worse performance with respect to offband light transmission.
The parasitic light is roughly 2.5 times as great in the Sole filter as
in the Lyot-Ohman filter (Evans 1958).

Because of this factor and

several other reasons, the Sole version of the birefringent filter was
never a competitor to the Lyot-Ohman filter.
A new type of tunable optical filter was proposed a few years
ago (Harris and Wallace 1969) and is a very elegant and simple idea.
This device, called the acoustically tunable optical filter (ATOF), has
as its fundamental principle

the collinear acousto-optic diffraction

in an optically anisotropic crystal.

In crystals such as LiNbO^,

polarized light can suffer Bragg diffraction with the strain-induced
change of index of refraction produced by an acoustic wave, to the
other direction of polarization (Dixon 1967).

The Bragg condition for

this kind of interaction is that the sum of the k vectors of the
incident light and the acoustic wave equal the k vector of the orthog
onally polarized diffracted wave.

For a given acoustic frequency only

a very small range of optical frequencies will satisfy the Bragg
condition.

For a tunability between 4000A and 7000A in a LiNbO^

filter the range of acoustic frequency is between 428Mhz to 990Mhz
(Harris and Wallace 1969).

The acoustic power is of the order of

14mW per mm2 of clear aperture.

Other crystals can be used such as

in the case reported by Nieh and Harris (1972).where they used CaMoO^
obtaining a peak transmission of about 50% and a band pass around
2A at 5000A.

This device requires no pre-disperser since the free-

spectral range is, in principle, equal to the entire region over which

the crystal is transparent.

When compared with the Lyot-Ohman filter,

the ATOF has a better peak transmittance, poorer angular acceptance,
aperture and resolution.

The development of the ATOF is still under

research by several laboratories.
For easy comparison, the principal characteristics of three
currently used tunable optical filters are listed in Table 2.

These

specifications can be later compared with the expected performance
of the. instrument proposed in this work.
This concludes the brief description of the main instrumentation
available nowadays to the solar physicist. Please note that the
content of this section by no means exhausts all the possibilities
that have been explored by the solar observers since Fraunhofer began
his mapping of the solar lines

back in 1814.

Next, the effects of

the detection instrument on the observed line shape will be discussed
and a new method of calculating the undesired consequences of the nonideal characteristics of any information gathering system will be
presented.

On Detecting Spectral Lines
Any detection scheme always distorts the information which one
is after.

A great deal of effort is spent in trying to minimize this

deteriorating effect or in finding ways for correcting the detected
information.

In spectroscopy this is very evident if one considers the

slit width effects, for example.

For some energy to be transmitted

through the spectrometer the slit width must be different from zero,
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Table 2.

Comparison of tunable optical filters.

Lyot-Ohman^

Fabry-Perot^

ATOF^

Attribute
Resolution
(FWHM)
6000A
10000A
Transmittance
Offband
transmission
Clear Aperture
Tuning
parameter

.17A

.075A*

•6A

—

•125A*

.18A

7%

10%
2.8 cm
Polarizer
rotation

(a) From Beckers et al. (1975).
(b) From Smith et al. (1976).
(c) From Stebbins (1976).
*With a 3.5A half width pre-filter.

65%

n*

32%

1%

4.5 cm

2.1 cm

Plate
separation

Radio
frequency

thus deteriorating the instrument's resolution.

That is, the

instrument's transfer function departs from the ideal delta function
character.

Under these circumstances, the measured line profile will

differ from the original one.

One example of this case is given by

Brodersen (1954) in a paper in which he calculates the effects of a
triangular slit function (proper for the case of a prism spectrometer)
on the shape of an original Gaussian line profile.

From his

calculation it is very apparent that when the instrument's bandwidth
is a few times the width of the line, the original line shape is
completely distorted.

Apart from the slit width, several other

different effects can contribute to the overall broadening of the
instrument transfer function.

For example, in a Fabry-Perot inter

ferometer there are three main effects contributing to the instrumental
profile:

finite plate reflectivity, plate imperfections and finite

diameter of the diaphragm aperture (Bousquet 1971).

The instrument

transfer function is obtained by convoluting these three effects.

In

astronomy and in solar observations several other factors such as the
telescope and atmosphere will also contribute to the detection system
transfer function.
Correcting for the unwanted instrumental broadening has always
been one of the main preoccupations of the spectroscopist. Several
correction schemes exist, from the simple graphical method of
Bracewell (1955) to the more sophisticated approach such as the one
proposed by Frieden (1967).

Here, the true spectrum is expanded in

terms of prolate spheroidal function, with the coefficients dependent
on the measured spectrum and instrument function.

When computing the influence of the instrument transfer
function on the true spectrum by the traditional methods such as in
Brodersen (1954), one is limited to the assumption of a specific
analytical form for the effects involved in order to perform the
integrals.

This is a very tiresome method, for each time a new form

is considered the whole integration must be performed again.

A new

method for conducting such calculations is presented below and it is
based on very general results obtained by Hill, Rosenwald and Bryan
(1977) in their analysis of a representation for the finite Fourier
transform in terms of hypergeometric functions of two variables.
If F(x) and G(x) are the true and measured line profiles
respectively, they are connected via the instrument transfer function
(representing the instrumentation and atmosphere) H(x) by
+00

G(x)

F(x-y) H(y) dy .

(2.10)

In general F(x) and H(x) can be separated as

F(x) = fc + f£(x)

(2.11)

H(x) = ^(x) + hp(x)

(2.12)

and

where f£ and f^(x) might represent the continuum and line profile
respectively. Similarly hp(x) can represent the passband and h^(x)
the background and/or the sidebands transmission of a spectrometer.
Following Hill, Rosenwald and Bryan (1977), the localized functions

f£(x),

and h (x) can be expanded in a Hermite polynomial

[Hn(x)] series weighted with a Gaussian function as follows:

f.(x) =
1

£
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m

V (X)

(2.13a)
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where
*„(x) = -±— exp {=4}.
[2^j
a
v^Fa

By choosing a , E

and y

(2.14)

equal to the variance of f^, h^ and hp

respectively, ^ = B2 = C2 = 0.

Using this condition and the

orthogonality properties of the Hermite polynomials, the A, B and C
coefficients in equation (2.13) are given by integrals of the type

A

= —-—
2 m!

f£(x) H
m

dx.

(2.15)

J2 a

From the results obtained by Hill, Rosenwald and Bryan (1977)
the value of (2.10), when the convoluted functions are expanded in the
form (2.13), is derived in Appendix A.

The result is of the form
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(2.16)
Expression (2.16) provides the tool for evaluating (2.10) for
different cases of interest.

Note that this result is perfectly

general and can be used to the degree of precision one wishes, by
simply computing higher order moments of the functions involved.

As an

example, the effect of the instrument transfer function on the observed
absorption line depth r (or the height of a line, in the case of
emission), will be computed next.

The line depth r is defined as the

intensity at line center relative to the continuum and normalized to
the continuum intensity.

From this definition and using equations

(2.11) and (2„12) one finds
+00

/ fo(y) H(y) dy
r =

-00
—

(2.17)

J f H(y) dy

Considering the most common case of symmetrical functions, so that
the odd terms in (2.13) are zero, and collecting only the first terms
(i.e., up to but excluding the A4, B4 and C4 terms)

r
r

=

K

v/ 1 •

(tr

N

MI

(1 + e)"

(2.18)
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where rQ is the line depth of the true profile,
+CO
/ hb(x) dx
e =

(2.19)
/ h fx) dx
-CO

"

and
+00

/ f£(x) dx
-00

K

.

a

(2.20)

yffir f^(x=0)a

The parameter e characterizes the instrument transfer function and
k relates to the shape of the true line profile as shown in Table 3

for a few cases.

Table 3.

Shape parameter k (equation 2.20)

Profile
Triangular

0.98

Gaussian

1.00

Rectangular

1.38

Expression (2.18) is exact for the case of Gaussian functions
but is off only by a few percent for the case of triangular profiles.
Note that this is only considering the first term in the expansion (2.13).
A practical consequence of (2.18) is the need to have an
instrumental passband sharper than the line which one wishes to detect in
order not to appreciably lower the signal to background ratio.

For easy

visualization, the result (2.18) is plotted in Figure 1 for the case
of Gaussian profiles and for 2 » c. These results can be used as a
guide in determining the effects of the instrument in the detection
of spectral lines.
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Figure 1.

Detector characteristics and spectral line
detection.
The ratio of observed to true line depth is plotted
as a function of the detector characteristics e and a.

CHAPTER 3

THE INTERFEROMETRIC OPTICAL FILTER

Introduction
The main characteristics of the solar spectrum were reviewed
in the preceding chapter.

With this information, the basic requirements

for an optical filter appropriate for solar studies can be set.
is done in the second section of this chapter.

This

Next an overview of the

proposed instrument is presented along with a brief description of its
operation.

The following sections describe some detailed calculations

relating to the individual stages of the filter as well as predictions
for the overall performance of the whole instrument.

As a result of

these calculations, very stringent constraints are placed on the
optical quality of the individual components.
Hie filter's mode of operation and the necessary control
schemes are discussed next.

Following this, the pre-filter configuration

and specifications are considered.

The chapter ends with a summary of

the main characteristics of the tunable optical filter proposed in
this work.

Filter Design Criteria
The proposed interferometric tunable optical filter will be
primarily used in the facility operated by the Santa Catalina
Laboratory for Experimental Relativity by Astrometry (SCLERA) near
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Tucson, Arizona.

The principle instrument at SCLERA is a photoelectric

telescope designed specially for daytime astrometry on and near the
sun (Oleson et al. 1974).

The main experiment being conducted at

SCLERA is a precision determination of the gravitational deflection of
star or planet light passing close by the sun.

Because it is

unaffected by atmospheric refraction and telescope scale changes, the
solar diameter is used as a length reference.

A definition of the

solar edge, very sensitive to the shape of the limb darkening function
and practically unaffected by atmospheric and instrumental effects
(Hill, Stebbins and Oleson 1975) is used.

This definition uses the

zero of a finite Fourier transform as an indication of edge.

These

techniques were used for measurement of the solar oblateness (Hill and
Stebbins 1975) and solar oscillations (Hill, Stebbins and Brown 1976
and Hill 1977).
The same instrumentation and techniques can be applied to other
solar studies in emission and absorption lines with the appropriate
narrow band tunable optical filter.
possibilities are:

Among the more interesting

measuring heights of formation (i.e., essentially

comparing the solar diameters at line center and continuum), comparing
limb profiles of line center and line wings, observing the "flash
spectrum" (the Fraunhofer emission spectrum observed at the extreme
solar limb) and measuring the internal rotation of the sun by studying
rotational splitting on the five minute oscillations.

A specific

experiment using the Finite Fourier Transform definition of the edge
of the sun (Hill, Stebbins and Oleson 1975) is considered in the
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Appendix C of this work, to show how it is possible to extract the
parameter r|^ [line to continuum opacity, see eq. f2.3)].
A narrow band optical filter suitable for these experiments must
satisfy several severe requirements.

The "Doppler core" width of

many very strong solar lines lies in the range .020-.300A.

Opacity

changes between line center and line wings in typical lines such as
Fe I (Lites 1973) cause formation altitudes to change by 10"3 solar
diameter. Hence wavelength resolution strongly affects height
resolution.

A large timing range is desirable because lines of interest

life throughout the visible spectrum (see Table 1).

In strong

absorption lines, the intensity at line center may be as low as a few
percent that of the surrounding continuum, so offband transmission from
the continuum must be essentially eliminated.

Because of these solar

spectrum characteristics, the following design criteria were imposed
on the filter:
a.

Spectral resolving power j^-j of 10s,

b.

Tuning range between 4000 - 10000 A ,

c.

Low offband transmission^ 5%,

d.

A wavelength reference for stability.

Apart from these solar physics related specificiations, there are
other guidelines that would make the instrument attractive for different
applications. They are: (i) high peak transmission, (ii) elimination
of coatings by only using total reflection schemes, (iii) clear aperture
of the order of 1 cm2, (iv) electronic control, and (v) compactness.

As it will be seen during the course of this work, all these
specifications are met in the proposed design of the SCLERA filter.
The requirements of this design are very stringent thus requiring
very careful construction and control.

Filter:

General Description

The proposed SCLERA filter uses ten Michelson type inter
ferometers in series.

The first seven interferometers have the optical

path difference (OPD) in the ratio 1:2:4:8:16:32:64 resulting in a
scheme that is functionally identical to a Lyot-Ohraan filter (Lyot
1933, Ohman 1938). To further reduce the offband transmission, the
last three high resolution stages are repeated.

Each interferometer

is constructed of two prisms of a novel design.

For high efficiency

beamsplitting, the Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)1 effect
is used.

That is, beamsplitting within one interferometer is achieved

by juxtaposing the two prisms.

The beamsplitter operation is

controlled by changing the gap between the prisms through electrically
driven piezoelectric transducers.

As it will be shown later, the

dynamic range of this adjustment is of the order of 1200A to cover the
spectrum range from 4000 to 10000A.
Tuning of each interferometer to the desired transmission
wavelength is done by moving one of the prisms parallel to the FTIR
interface.

The magnitude of this motion must be such to move the

^is effect, analogous to the tunnel effect in quantum mechanics, occurs
when total reflection in an interface between two media is frustrated
by approximating a third medium so as to capture part of the energy of
the evanescent wave in the in-between medium.
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transmission peak within one free spectral range (FSR) of the stage
in question; each prism must be moved to a maximum of one half of a
wavelength.
transducers.

This again can be accomplished by using piezoelectric
Therefore, filter control can be achieved with very simple

transducers requiring a minimum of space and power.
Since the transmission cuirve of the ten Michelson interferometers
consist, as in the case of the Lyot-Ohman filter, of a series of sharp
peaks separated by the free spectral range (10A at 6000A) of the
first interferometer, the use of a pre-filter is imperative.

This can

be a good multilayer dielectric interference filter or, if one requires
tunability, the use of a prism spectrometer is suggested.

In fact,

later in this work, the specifications for a constant deviation prism
monochromator are given, that will couple well with the characteristics
of the high resolution SCLERA filter.
The filter's wavelength selection and stabilization is
accomplished with the use of a reference interferometer locked to a
stable light source such as a He-Ne laser.

By comparing the order

number of the unknown wavelength to that of the laser wavelength the
former can be determined.

The order number is measured by scanning

the reference interferometer and using white light fringes to determine
when the optical path difference between the two legs is zero.

Such

an interferometer will be similar to the one currently being used at
SCLERA to measure the solar diameters and a description of this system
can be found in a paper by Smolka, Brown and Hill (1976).

Since the

maximum optical path difference in the reference interferometer must

be of the order of the optical path difference in the last stage of
the filter, and bidirectional fringe counting techniques

(Peck

and

Obetz 1953 and Minkowitz 1968) allow measuring the order number to
one fourth of a fringe, the filter fine timing is done in steps of
A/150000 or about .04A at 6000A.
In the following sections, analyses and calculations for
different parts and aspects of the SCLERA filter are conducted.

Some

of the results will be suited for using the filter in conjunction with
the SCLERA telescope (a f/100 system) but generalizations will be given
when proper.

The Single Stage Interferometer

Introduction
The basic building block of the SCLERA filter is the
Michelson type interferometer.

As it will be seen, they are of the

corner cube type interferometer.

Since this type of device has been

studied by several authors, the present work is facilitated in the
sense that some important results cited in the literature can be used.
First the geometrical configuration of the interferometer will
be presented as well as showing how the system can be adjusted.

Next

the basic properties of the interferometer are studied and the advantages
of using this instrument as a spectrometer are compared to the
other

normally used devices. The interferometer when used in

conjunction with the SCLERA telescope shows some very interesting
properties vas can be seen in the last subsection.
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Geometrical Configuration
Each interferometer is made of two special prisms (from now
on referred as the SCLERA prism) as shown in Figure 2. This figure
contains all the necessary information for understanding how the
system separates and then recombines the light beams.

As shown in

the figure, the input light ray after entering Prism 2 is divided by
the Frustrated Total Internal Reflection beamsplitter (FTIR-BS) and
after each ray suffering two internal reflections they are recombined
in the FTIR-BS.

Transmission of the beamsplitter is controlled by

moving Prism 1 in the direction
the two prisms.

thus changing the spacing between

The optical path difference (OPD) between the two

legs of the interferometer is nominally given by the added amount of
glass in Prism 2, indicated by h in Figure 2.

As can be seen in

Figure 2, an adjustment in the OPD can be obtained by moving Prism 2
in the direction

Note that the first operation, of changing the

FTIR-BS gap, also modifies the OPD, but the second motion does not
disturb the beamsplitter gap.
When analyzing this interferometer it is convenient to think
of the system as being composed of two corner cube

retroreflectors,

whose apexes are positioned at C^ and C2 (see Figure 2).

Any rotation

of Prism 1 around an axis normal to the FTIR-BS interface and
containing C^, for example, should not alter the OPD of the inter
ferometer.

In view of this symmetry property, the interferometer

properties can be calculated by considering only two variables.

As

one would expect, these two parameters are related to the separation
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Figure 2.

The SCLERA interferometer.
These three views of the interferometer show the basic layout
of the system. The broken lines indicate the light beam
paths. A dot means the ray is coming out of the plane of the
page and open circles, going into the page.
and C2 denote
the corner cube apexes and
the virtual image of C2 by
reflecting it in the FTIR-BS plane. The insert in the upper
right corner shows an isometric drawing of the basic SCLERA
prism. Please consult the text for definitions of the other
symbols in this figure.

and orientation between

and the virtual image of C£ (C21

Figure 2) obtained by reflecting C2 in the plane of the beamsplitter.
This point is more transparent when actually calculating the OPD for
this interferometer, as can be seen in Appendix B.

Basic Properties
In this subsection, the basic properties of the interferometer
are calculated.

For this preliminary study, circular apertures are

considered since it will simplify most of the calculations.

From these

results, a comparison between the various types of currently used
spectrometer and the present interferometer can be made (see Table 4)
showing that the latter has a luminosity-resolution product comparable
to the Fabry-Perot.
Most of the corner cube interferometer theory was initially
developed by Peck (1948a,b).

Later, Murty (1960a) considered some

more aspects of the interferometer and generalized some of Peck's
results (Murty 1960b).

For completeness, the general results from

Murty (1960b) are given in Appendix B.

From these results, the OPD of

the interferometer can be extracted for the configuration in Figure 2,
when using circular apertures [see Appendix B, eq. (B.3)]

OPD = 2h + 2 6t cosA - h02 + ... .

(3.1)

The azimuth and elevation (spherical coordinates) angles of the
incident ray, A and 0 respectively, are defined in the usual way in
the xyz set of coordinates of Figure 3.

The other symbols are given
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A

A

FTIR-BS

FTIR-BS

Figure 3.

Schematic views of the SCLERA interferometer.
In these two schematic views of the interferometer, the
orientation of the optical system relative to a set of
axis is shown. The orientation of the apex Cj relative
to the virtual apex
is given by the variables t and h.
The incident beams have spherical coordinates 0 (elevation)
and A (azimuth) in the xyz coordinate system.
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in Figure 3, where two schematical views of the interferometer are
shown.

Note that C21 is the virtual image of the apex of prism ?2

reflected in the beamsplitter.
Using (3.1) an analysis can be made regarding the interferometer
performance when illuminated by a source of angular aperture 2aQ.

The

total flux of light is
ao

2tt

1 + cos(kOPD)
|
0d0
dA

(3.2)

2

o

where

2tt

k = •?— and A is the radiation wavelength in the glass. The
A.
II
tl
term in brackets in (3.2) is the normalized transfer function for a
two beam interferometer.

Integrating (3.2) using (3.1), the result for

small a and t is
o
khct
sin

TTGL
1 +

(l-k2t2a 2)
o

cos

2kh

kha 2
o

kha 2
o
(3.3)

This expression shows some of the basic properties of the interferometer.
First of all, it is worth noting that the fringe modulation varies only
in second order in the field of view aQ and in the misalignment t.
Second, the position of the passband, as given by the phase in the
cosine term, varies only second order in aQ.

Related to this point,

the width of the passband AA is given in terms of a
width AXq for infinite f number, as

and the passband
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AX
AX =
1 -

a
o

(3.4)

This shows the basic dependence of the resolution on the field of
view.

Now, if the maximum resolving power and the fringe modulation

are defined as

Ro =

AT
o

C3.5)

and
m = (F
- F . )/(F
+ F . )
v max
mm v max
mm

(3.6)

respectively, the relation between them, for t = 0 is

m_

ira 2R
o o
sin
4
m 2R
o o

(3.7)

Using as a design criterium, that the fringe modulation must be of
the order of 80%, a relation between the resolving power and the solid
angle of acceptance (£2 = TraQ2) can be extracted,

£2R = 4 .
o

(3.8)

Since in general, Rq » 1, then using (3.4) and (3.8), one finds that
the effective resolving power R = RQ.
With the aid of (3.8) a comparison can be drawn between the
corner cube interferometer and the various other types of spectrometers.
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Using the notation and results from Jacquinot [1954), the transmitted
energy flux is <f> = BtAft, A being the aperture area, B the luminance
of the source, T the average transmission coefficient and £2 the solid
angle subtended by the output aperture.
For the present case the average transmission t can be
computed as follows
a
o

sin(ira2R /4)

T = T-i2a
o

where

1 +

da ,

(3.9)

7ra2R /4
o

T is the transmission due to other effects such as absorption

in the glass, etc.

Expanding the sine, the integral can be easily

solved and the result is, for ira 2R £ 4 ,
0

0*

/4+m \
T = {-£) T

(3.10)

The result for this interferometer, used as a monochromator,
and the results from Jacquinot (1954) for the prism, grating and
Fabri-Perot spectrometers are listed in Table 4 where the ratio
$R/TBA is given for the four instruments.

In Table 4, 3 is the angular

height of the slits, usually of the order of 1/100 and ^is the prism
dispersion.

The factor X

to Jacquinot (1954).

is always smaller than unity according

So, from the information displayed in Table 4,

it is very clear that a Michelson type interferometer shares with the
Fabri-Perot a very high luminosity-resolution product when compared
with the more conventional spectrometers.

Table 4. Spectrometer coniparison.

Instrument
Prism

Blazed Grating

$R/BAT
ftt
ex

dn*

IX

6*

Fabry-Perot

3.4*

Corner-Cube Interferometer

3.8

*From Jacquinot (1954).

Interferometer Properties in the SCLERA Telescope
In the last subsection, the general properties of the inter
ferometer when used as a spectrometer were discussed.

Now, the aim

is to examine the properties of the interferometer in a specific
optical system.

In actuality, the instrument can be used to analyze

the incoming light from any portion of the solar disk and in
particular the solar edge defining slits.

In the latter case, these

slits are mounted in the solar diameter detector and the whole assembly
is placed on the focal plane of the SCLERA telescope (a f/100 instrument).
The light from the slits is sent to the filter by means of a cylindrical
lens whose axis is parallel to the slit height.
filter, collects all the filtered light.

A detector after the

In Figure 4, the layout of

the optical system is shown along with its orientation relative to a
coordinate system.
The flux at the exit plane (in the detector position) is

(3.11)

where the integrations are performed over the slit (S^) and exit
pupil (S2)• The expression for the OPD can be obtained directly from
Appendix B (eq. B.2),

OPD = 2h + 2t6 cos (A - to) - h62

(3.12)

where u) is the azimuth angle of the line connecting the apexes Cj and
C2 (see Figure 2).

Since the apertures are rectangular, it is more

Figure 4.

The interferometer in the SCLERA telescope.
The telescope objective (0) focuses the light in the slit (Sj). The beam
is then collimated by the cylindrical lens (CL) into the interferometers.
The output intensity is detected at the exit plane S

UJ
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convenient to perform all calculations using the rectangular
coordinates as shown in Figure 4.

If

and (x2,y2) denote a pair

of conjugate points in the entrance slit and exit pupil respectively,
they are connected via the optical system of Figure 4 by,

..

Lo
" fo

dxl

x2

=

dx2
a
dz

-

Xj^
- ,
fo

(3.13b)

y7

=

dyl
y, + (Lo + fo) -r—

(3.13c)

dy7
s=-

dz

1

+

fo

J3.13a)

(y?-yO

=

*
.
fo + Lo

(3.13d)

These results were obtained using matrix optics formalism to the
optical system and treating the cylindrical lens as a thin lens in the
xz plane and as a thin slab of glass in the yz plane.

From the results

(3.13) the spherical coordinates 0 and A of a beam at the position
(x2,y2) in the plane S2> are
62

-

x,2
—
fo2

sin6 cosA ~ ~

sine sinA s

+

&2~y^Z
—=—-—
(fo+Lo)2

X1

(y2-yi)
Cfo+Lo-)

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

•

(3.14c)
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Assuming that the limiting stop is the entrance pupil, (the field lens)
the limits of integration in the first integral are the slit dimensions
and in the second integral given by

<3-15a>
Y2

=

yl

[*

+ ('L0ff0")]1 (-L°ff°-)

§

(3.15b)

The integral (3.11) can be now evaluated and the result is

y2z - iioj >

F = G £l + m cos (2kh +

(3.16)

where
m =^ [A2 + B2]1/2,
*y0Tl

(3.17)

tanij) =

(3.18)

B/A ,

A = [C(y0 + y2 sinw) + C(y0 - Y2 sinw)] x [C(y2 cosuj + y2) - C(y2 cosoj - Yx)] - [S(Y0

+

Y2

SINU)) +

X [S(y2 cosid + Yx) - S(Y2 COSOJ - YjD],

S(Y
0

~ Y2 sinw)]
(3.19)

B * [C(y0 + Y2 sinu) + C(yq - Y2 sinu)] x [s(y2 costo + Yj)
- S(y2 cosoj - YX)] + [S(Y0

+

Y2 sinco) + S(y0 - Y2 sinw)]

x [C(y2 cosio + Yx) - C(y2 cosoj - Yj)],

(3.20)
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(3.21a)

Yr

12kh
~\ v

y

2

0
fo

(3.21b)

= ./MT i
\ ir
h '

(3.21c)

2£
G

=

Geometrical factor proportional to a^2 and the

slit area, and finally
Xq

=

slit half width .

S(y) and C(y) are the Fresnel diffraction integrals defined as follows
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964):

S(x) =|sin

dz

(3.22)

dz

(3.23)

o
C(x) =

IT 2
cos \j z

For computation purposes it is convenient to express the Fresnel
integrals as a series in spherical Bessel functions.

The expansions

used for this work were

S(x) = x

I
k=0

j
2k+l

C(x) = x

E
fco

,2k

j

(3.24)

f—

I

2

•

(3.25)

As far as the interferometer properties are concerned, the
interesting term in the expression for the integrated flux (3.16), is
the fringe modulation.

This parameter is important when calculating

the filter transmission properties as a function of variables such
as field of view, slit width, angular orientation of the interferometer
(tu) and the misalignment between the two prisms.

These variables are

represented by the parameters Yq> Yj> <*> and Y2 respectively.
As can be seen from the interferometer configuration (see
Figures 2 and 3) it is quite obvious that the system properties will
depend quite strongly on its orientation with respect to a rectangular
aperture. This fact can be demonstrated more easily by examining how
the fringe modulation changes with the angle a).

This angle can be

expressed in terms of the longitudinal (h) and the transverse (t)
corner point separations and of the angle <)> between the xz plane
(Figure 4) and the plane containing the apex line and perpendicular
to the beamsplitter plane.

The expression for <u is:

t cosd) - h/Jl sin<j>
tana) = -7—r—¥
*', w
±
t sin(J> + h/vZ cos<j>

r,
(3.261

The fringe modulation can be calculated as a function of u,
for reasonable values of Yq> y^
Figure 5.

anc*

Y2 and the result is shown in

It is obvious then, that the best orientation <j> is the one

that produces w = 0, since one wants to keep the fringe modulation as
high as possible. So, throughout the rest of this work, it will be
assumed that w = 0.
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Figure 5.

Interferometer fringe visibility.
The fringe visibility, defined by Eq. (3.17), is plotted
for yq = .5 and y^ = .02 as a function of oj for different
values of y^, indicated by the numerals in each curve.
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Under this condition, the maximum fringe visibility, that is,
for an interferometer without transverse misalignment ^ = 0) can
be calculated as a function of

The result is given in Figure 6,

along with the phase ip and they are both independent of
that

provided

< 1, a condition that is true for most applications in which

the slit width is of the order of a few tenths of a millimeter or
smaller.
The analysis and results presented in this section will be
useful when calculating the performance of the chain of interferometers
as a whole.

But before this is done, one must examine another feature

of the single stage interferometer, more specifically, the beamsplitter.
Since the characteristics of the beamsplitter will influence the
properties of the whole filter it is proper to study the Frustrated
Total Internal Reflection beamsplitter before proceding in the SCLERA
filter analysis.

The FTIR Beamsplitter

Introduction
Apart from the glass transmission and/or mirror reflectivity, the
beamsplitter is the element that will determine the broadband character
istics of any interferometer.

This is especially important in the SCLERA

filter, where good performance is sought between 4000 and 10000A.

This

section has the purpose of examining the FTIR effect and its properties
when used in a two beam interferometer beamsplitter.
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Figure 6.

The maximum fringe visibility and the phase angle.
The fringe visibility and phase i/j for a perfect
alignment (y9 = 0) is plotted as a function of yft
for
< 1.

Traditionally, the beamsplitters used in two beam interferometry
(Steel 1967) are made using dielectric or metallic coatings.

These

devices are often optimized for a particular wavelength and/or state
of polarization of the radiation. Absorption can also be a problem
when using these kinds of beamsplitters.

Even though some of these

difficulties can be handled individually with the current technology,
one is often solved at the expense of the other. But, in any case,
the beamsplitter is always regarded as a passive element in the
interferometric system, that is, its properties remain constant during
the experiment.
It has long been recognized that Frustrated Total Internal
Reflection (FTIR) is an effect that can be used advantageously in
the construction of beamsplitters. The objective of this section is
to give a fresh look at the FTIR properties, point out new possibilities
to its use and show that the idea has merit in the sense that it opens
the possibility of an active and thus achromat beamsplitter.

Basic Theory
The effect of frustrated total internal reflection was first
described by Newton (1730) and then examined quantitatively, on the
basis of electromagnetic theory by Hall (1902) and Schaefer and Gross
(1910).

The basic configuration for the effect to occur is the one

shown in Figure 7.

A beam of light incident at an angle <J>^ larger than

the critical angle, in the medium with index of refraction n^,
can be transmitted through the gap and emerge at the medium ^ if the
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\

Figure 7.

Geometry for the FTIR effect.
A ray of light incident at an angle
larger than the
critical angle in a medium with index of refraction n1
can be transmitted into a second medium (n2) if the
gap dimensions are of the order of a wavelength or less.
This is the FTIR effect.
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gap spacing is of the order or smaller than the wavelength of light.
The treatment of this general case, in which the three indices of
refraction involved are different from one another, was first carried
out by Arzelies (1946) in his treatise of evanescent wave-propagation
theory.

More recently Court and von Willisen (1964) starting with the

amplitude reflection coefficient of a thin film between two isotropic
dielectric media, given by Foersterling (1937), and using the phase
shifts from the Fresnel formulae (Born and Wolf 1975), derived a
solution for the transmission coefficient T. The general solution is,
1

T =

(3.27)

(a sinh2y + 3)
where
y

a
^

=

n d
2ir — V n

2

sin2

- 1

(n2 - 1) (v2n2 - 1)

(3.28)

(3.29)

4n2 cos^ (n2 sin2 (jjj - 1) yjvz - sin2^

(3.30)

(3.31)
4 cos

\/v2 - sin24)j
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and
3

=
"

(yjv2 - sin2^ + v2cos2tj)j^
—
=
V—
4 v2cos2<j>1 yjv2 - sin2^

(3.32)

with n = n^/n^ and v = n^/riy
The subscripts J- and II refer to waves polarized perpendicular
to and parallel to the plane of incidence respectively.
are no losses in the gap

Since there

by conservation of energy, R + T = 1. The

values for T, and T, are given in Figure 8 for the case of (J). = 45°
and v = 1 as a function of the normalized optical separation

V.

The reflected and transmitted waves undergo phase shifts as
the barrier is crossed.

For completeness, these phase shifts as

calculated by Daehler and Ade (1975), for the case v = 1, are given
below:
-(1 + n2 - 2n2sin2<jL)tanhy
yH

(tanS )± =
2n cos<J>j. (n sin

(tan*-)

(3.33)

- 1)

-[1 + n2 - (n1* + 1) sin2^.] tanhy
=
fro
2n cos^ (n sin2^ - 1)

(3.34)

As pointed by Daehler and Ade (1975) the phase shift for the reflected
wave can be obtained via the following relation,

ST - <5r

=

± j•

The phase shifts 6T are plotted in Figure 9 for the case
and n = 1.5 and n = 1.7.

(3.35)

= 45°
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Figure 8.

FTIR transmission curves.
Percent transmission for perpendicular (J-) and parallel (||)
polarizations as a function of optical separation (n0d/X)
and for <J>^ = 45°. The various curves are for the following
values of n: a= 1.45; b= 1.50; c= 1.55; d= 1.60; e=
1.65; f = 1.70; g = 1.75; h = 1.80. This figure was taken
from Court and von Willisen (1964).
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Figure 9. Phase shifts in the FTIR transmission.
The phase shifts for n = 1.5 and 1.7 of the transmitted
beam as a function of the normalized optical separation.
The symbols J- and || refer to the perpendicular and
parallel polarization respectively and the curves are
for (f>^ = 45° and v = 1.

This completes the presentation of the basic theoretical results
for the frustrated total internal reflection effect.

This theory has

been experimentally tested by several researchers in different regions
of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Brady, Brick and Pearson (I960)

measured the penetration of microwaves into the rarer medium in total
reflection.

Astheimer, Falbel and Minkowitz (1966) built an infrared

modulator cell based on the FTIR effect and measured its transmission
with results in close agreement with the theory.

In the optical region,

the theory was tested among others by Coon (1966), Smartt (1970) and
Castro (1975).
Next, the theoretical results are used in the design of beam
splitter for two beam interferometry.

Active Beamsplitter for Two Beam Interferometry
The use of FTIR in the construction of a variable intensity
controller has been suggested for a long time.

Steele, Davis and

Treuthart (1966) built a laser output coupler using FTIR and Daw and
Izatt (1965) suggest using FTIR as reflectors in a modified FabryPerot interferometer.

As far as beamsplitters are concerned, Harrick

(1963) used FTIR in the construction of a device made of two
prisms coated with a wedge shaped film and which is tunable by sliding
one prism on the other, so to change their separation.

The variable

beamsplitter built by Smartt(1970), uses two right angle prisms whose
hypotenuses form a wedged interface and tunability is achieved by
translating the whole assembly such that the prism separation changes
in direction parallel to the incident beam.

The suggestions by all the above authors do not exhaust all the
possibilities for the use of FTIR in the construction of beamsplitters.
It is shown below that the very rapidly varying properties of these
beamsplitters when used in a single pass mode can have very flat
characteristics when employed in a double pass configuration, such as
in a Michelson type interferometer.

Furthermore, the polarization

dependent properties can be eliminated by considering a new solution
not examined by the other authors.
If R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficient
of the beamsplitter, the transfer function of a Michelson type
interferometer is given by

(3.36)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two points where the beam
splitter is used.
Restricting, for a while, the calculations to the case of
Rj = R2 and

= T2, one can write (3.36) as
1 = 1
o

[1 + cos (k OPD)1
2

(3.37)

where
I = 4RT
o

(3.38)
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Using R + T = 1 and the equations (3.27), (3.28), (3.29), (3.30), (3.31)
and (3.32) the following results, for v = 1, can be obtained
4(R/T)—

I
0

,

(3.39)

(1 + R/T)

(n2-!)2 sinh2y

(3.40)

4n2cos2(J>(n2sin2<|>-l)

x
and

^ = (n2sin24>1 - cos2^)2 fjjj

.

(3.41)

Demanding that the system be polarization independent, that is,
IJ

= IQ)j. the following two solutions are obtained:

(n2sin2<f>j - cos2^) = 1

(3.42a)

and
(n2 - l)2 sinh2y
4n •cos ip1 (n sin <J)j - 1)

1

=

•

(3>42b)

(n^sin ^ - cos 4^)

The first solution was considered by Daehler and Ade (1975) and its
practical implementation involves constructing or positioning the
beamsplitter such that

(J)1

=

sin-1 {—^
i-i— \
((l+n2)

(3.43)

The second solution places a constraint in the value of the FTIR gap
given by

n d
o o
—_—

,
=

1

. ,-i

— sinh
2ir/nzsin24)j-i

1/2

«4n cos d>,
(n sin 1
- 1)
Tlv
T1
'
/J
2
2
2
i (n sin <j>^ - cos ^^)

(3.44)
For this solution
4[(n2+l) sin2!)). - 1]

I

=

±

.

(3.45)

[(n2+l) sin2(j>1]2
The dQ and I

are plotted as a function of n in Figure 10, for the

case of cfj = 45°.

From these plots, one can see immediately that

the optimum glass is the one for which n^ = v^3n0, since this choice
will provide the maximum peak intensity IQ.
Other important considerations when designing a FTIR beam
splitter has to do with the sensitivity of I to small changes in the
incidence angle <j> and in the gap d.

So if AIq is the change in

intensity, it is related to the correspondent changes A<{> and Ad by

AI

•jS. =
o

*j

B

A(f> + B2 f- ,
o

(3.46)

where B^ and B2 are shown in Figure 11 for the case of <j> = 45° and
d optimized for IQ)A = IQ)jt •

As an example of the required

tolerances, consider the case for which a one percent stability in
the intensity is necessary.

From the values in Figure 11, it will

require a stability of the order of 4% in the gap spacing for a

1.0
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I
.20
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Figure 10.
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1.9

Polarization independent peak intensity and the
FTIR gap.
The two beam interferometer peak intensity (I ) and
the FTIR gap normalized optical separation (n°d0/A)
as a function of index of refraction (n) when°the
system is made polarization insensitive.
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FTIR misalignment factors.
The factors Bj and B2 as defined by Eq. (3.46) are
plotted as a function of the index of refraction (n).
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beamsplitter made of glass with index of refraction of = 1.65.
Similarly, the angular alignment between the incident beam and the FTIR
interface necessary for a 1% stability is of the order of 1°.
When the beamsplitter is used in a Michelson type interferometer
employing corner reflectors, as in the present work, the FTIR gap will
be probed in two different places.

If the gap spacing is not the same

in both locations, the result will be a decrease in the fringe contrast.
This can be shown, by recalling from (3.36) that the fringe contrast is

2CR1R2T1T2)1/2
m =

(3.47)
R2T1

* R1T2

Assuming that the average spacing is dQ [see Eq. (3.44)] and that e
is the difference in spacing between the two locations, one obtains

m =

(3.48)
(P + 1/P)

where

p = sinh ir/2(n2-2)

jl - .—-J / sinh ir/2(.nz-2)

jl +
(3.49)

The value of m is practically independent of the index of refraction
and it is plotted in Figure 12.

Thus, for applications requiring a

high fringe contrast, careful alignment is mandatory.

This analysis

also gives some indications relative to the required optical quality
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Fringe visibility and FTIR misalignment.
The fringe visibility for the case in which two distinct
locations of the FTIR beamsplitter are used. The
difference in the optical gap at the two positions is
given by e.
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of the surfaces involved. If e is due to surface defects with a
Gaussian distribution with variance a*, it can be easily shown that

m

s

e=

i _ it2

tn2"2)

4

n
o

(3.50)

Hence, for satisfactory performance of the beamsplitter, the FTIR
surfaces should be plane" to better

than X/10.

The Multi-Stage Configuration

Introduction
With the analysis and results developed so far, an almost
complete evaluation of the expected overall properties of the chain
of interferometers can be made.

First, the case of a chain of ideal

interferometers will be considered.

After this a more realistic view is

presented by using the properties of the real system as calculated in the
preceding sections.

Next the off band transmission properties are studied

and finally the high resolution stage peak transmission is calculated
taking into account most of the factors contributing to the deteriora
tion of the ideal transmitivity.

Transmission Profile
th
The transfer function for the n
interferometer of the chain
is given by

.
m
I„w
n

(n)
*o
=
= -2—

f2ir
mn cos l
-X
I1
* +
-%

(3.51)

where

is the optical path difference, mn is the fringe visibility

and I ^ the peak transmission for the stage.
The SCLERA filter consists of a series of ten interferometers
in which the three last stages are repeated.

The values of

obey

the following relationships:

qn

=

2qn ^

q8

~

q5'

for

q9

n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

311(1

~ %

q

10

Defining the filter's free spectral range (AXp)as the separation
between peaks in the first stage (n=l), have

X

(3.52)

X

Then, (3.51) can be written as
(n)
In<«

=

1 + m cos
n

ir2nX
AXr

(3.53)

The normalized transmission for the whole filter is
r7
T(X) =

X

S=1
7
n
_n=l

(n)
0

r

X

ii-s
j (nj
K=2 o

(3.54)

The reduction of stray light in the filter transmission obtained by
duplication of stages can be illustrated by calculating T(X), assuming
mR = 1. for the first seven stages (Figure 13) and then for the whole
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Figure 13.

Ideal transmission for the first seven stages of the SCLERA filter.
o\
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assembly (Figure 14). Note the reduction of the side bands around
the passband by more than one order of magnitude.
As shown by early calculations, the fringe visibility is not
unity but depends on several parameters among others, the field of
view and the optical path difference represented by the parameter Yq,
the slit width by y^ and the prisms misalignment by ^2'

Once these

parameters are known for the filter, the fringe modulation can be
calculated by (3.17) and these values are then used in determining the
actual transmission profile.
For the SCLERA filter, AX„ is set to be 10A at X = 6000A.

This

will then determine q^ by the use of (3.52) thus fixing the value of
all the c^'s.

The SCLERA telescope is a f/100 system so aQ is 1/200,

hence y^ is determined [see Eq. (3.21)].
the ten stages are given in Table 5.

The parameters for all

Using these parameters, the

transmission profile takes the form shown in Figure 15, where the width
AX
at half maximum is AA = ^ g
27 or AX = .05A at X = 6000A. It can
also be noted that the peak value of the transmission is smaller than
unity, around .62. This is due to the fact that m

< 1.

Deterioration

of fringe visibility is a factor that will lower the filter's
transmission peak. Determination of the peak transmission due to this
and other effects are discussed further ahead.

Offband Transmission
The amount of light transmitted outside the filter passband,
the so called "offband transmission" is an important characteristic of
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Figure 14.

Ideal.transmission for the SCLERA filter with stage duplication.
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Table 5.

Filter parameters.

Stage #

h(mm)

V

vf

m*

1

.11

.17

.008

.998

2

.22

.24

.012

.997

3

.44

.34

.017

.995

4

.88

.48

.024

.994

5,8

1.76

.67

.034

.979

6,9

3.52

.95

.048

.908

7,10

7.04

1.35

.067

.680

*Computed for X = 6000A and index of refraction 1.60
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Figure 15.

Realistic transmission profile for the SCLERA filter.
The filter transmission profile at 6000A calculated using the parameters from
Table 5.

any light detection system.

Particularly for absorption line studies,

the signal due to the continuum must be strongly squelched, thus
requiring a very low offband transmission.
The offband transmission (OUT) for Lyot type filters is defined
as
A
f 1

2
OBT =

T(X) dX /
*1

T(X) dX

(3.55)

XQ

where X^ is the position of the center of the passband and X.^ is the
location of the first minimum.

Assuming the same mfor every stage,

the OBT can be calculated by using (3.53), (3.54) and (3.55).

The

integrations were performed numerically on a digital computer for the
case of the first seven, eight, nine and ten stages.

The result is

shown in Figure 16 as a function of the fringe visibility.

For the

ideal Lyot filter, curve a, the value of OBT starts around 10% and the
reduction of the offband transmission by stage duplication can be
clearly seen by comparing the various curves in the figure. The
information displayed in Figure 16 is useful for a quick estimate of
the effects of fringe visibility deterioration on the filter offband
transmission.

For a more exact analysis, the fact that different

interferometers in the chain have different fringe visibility (see
Table 5) must be taken into account.

This more realistic calculation

was conducted making use of the formalism developed so far.

The

results are shown in Figure 17 where the offband transmission is shown
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Figure 16.

Lyot-Ohman type filter offband transmission.
The total offband transmission considering the same
fringe modulation for each stage. The curves a, b, c
and d denote the case for the first seven, eight, nine
and ten stages respectively of the SCLERA filter.
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SCLERA filter offband transmission.
The offband transmission for the SCLERA filter as a
function of
for the first stage. Curves a, b, c, and
d denote the case for the first seven, eight, nine and
ten stages respectively. The energies in the first side
band and in the second plus third side bands relative to
the passband are presented in curves e and f respectively
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as a function of yq for the first stage (Yq^) and assuming Y2

=

0*

Curves a, b, c and d are for the first seven, eight, nine and ten
stages respectively. The other two curves e and f show the energy in
the first and second plus third side bands relative to the passband
for the ten stages configuration.

For the filter parameter listed

in Table 5, the total offband transmission is 2.5% and almost 99% of the
transmitted energy is in the passband plus the first three side bands.

Peak Transmission
An overall view of how the different interferometers are assembled
together can be seen in Figure 18.
is made of a thin slab

The optical coupler between stages

1 mm) of clear room temperature vulcanizing

silicone rubber (RTV) which provides a flexible transparent optical
coupler. The properties of RTV are discussed in Chapter 4 along with
some applications of its use in active optics.

With the help of

Figure 18 and the discussion carried so far, several contributions to
the degradation of the filter's peak transmission can be identified.
They are the following:
a - Fringe modulation smaller than unity
b - Optimization of the FTIR beamsplitter for polarization
insensitivity
c - Absorption losses in the glass
d - Absorption in the interstage optical coupling
e - Reflection losses in the coupling
f - Reflection losses in the input- and output glass-air
interface.

FTIR-BEAMSPLITTER

""INPUT

OPTICAL
COUPLER

SCLERA
PRISM
OUTPUT
Figure 18.

Isometric projection view of five stages of the
SCLERA filter.

The total peak transmission is given by

T = T • T • T • T, • T • T.
p
a
b
c
d
e
f

(3.56)

where the subscripts refer to the various effects listed above. The
specific form for the terms entering Eq., (3.56) is
7 (1+m.)

7 (1+m.)

n —J-

(3.57a)

j=5

8(nJ - 1)

10

[see Eq. (3.45)],

X

+

(3.57b)

2

« .

(3..57c)

(3.57d)
18

1 -

nG

"

nRTV

(3.57e)

lnG + nRTV

nG

•nG

"

1

(3.57f)

+ 1

where
nu - fringe visibility for the jth stage [see Eq. (3.17) and
Table 5],
n^ - index of refraction of glass F7 (Schott 66),
n^v - index of refraction of GF-RTV-602 (see Chapter 4),
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0^ - glass extinction coefficient (Schott 66),
aD__, - GE-RTV-602 extinction coefficient (see Chapter 4),
Ki V
L =

88 ram - path length in glass for each stage (see Figure 2),

Jl = 1 mm - amount of GE-RTV-602 optical coupler between stages.

The transmission was then calculated as a function of wavelength and
the result is shown in Figure 19.

The solid curve is for both

polarizations optimized and the broken line when optimized for just
one polarization.

Specifications for Optical Components
In the SCLERA filter analysis conducted up to the present point,
it was assumed that the individual components of each interferometer are
perfect.

By this it is meant that they have perfectly flat surfaces

and that the angles between the various surfaces are exact.

Unfortunately

this is not the case in real optical components; they have imperfections
due to polishing errors and other fabrication related factors.

These

deviations from the ideal case will manifest themselves in further
deterioration of the interferometers fringe visibility.

In first order,

these effects will add linearly with the other effects studied in the
preceding sections.
Before a systematic study of the different optical imperfections
is conducted, some kind of criterium must be set in order to evaluate
its influence on the filter performance.

The immediate effect of a

change in the fringe visibility is in the offband transmission
characteristics, as seen on Figure 16.

Therefore, the criterium used
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Figure 19.

Peak transmission for the SCLERA filter.
The peak transmission optimized for both polarizations
(solid line) and optimized for one polarization (broken
line) is shown as a function of wavelength.

throughout the rest of this section, is that the fringe visibility due
to each one of the imperfections must be such that it will result in an
offband transmission ^ 1%.

From the curves in Figure 16, the condition

is then, m > 0.998.
The manifestation of the optical imperfections is a change in
the relative phase between the two interfering wavefronts.

The inter

ferometer may be considered to be made of a large number of elementary
interferometers each one with a constant phase difference.

This is

essentially the approach used by Chabbal (1958) in his analysis of
plate imperfections effects on a Fabry-Perot interferometer.

If the

phase distribution is given by F(6ft), the resulting intensity is
expressed by the integral

I

=

I
o
z

where

t F(6fi)[l + cosffl + 6ft)] d(6fi)
2
J
F(6fl) d(Sfi)

(3.58)

is the phase difference between the two interfering wavefronts

for a perfect interferometer, 6J2, the extra phase due to the optical
imperfections and I , the peak intensity.
The phase distribution function F(6fi) can have various forms,
each one appropriate to the kind of optical imperfection it represents.
The present study will confine itself to symmetrical distribution
functions even though asymmetric defects are also possible (Bhatnagar,
Chopra and Singh 1974).

As pointed out by Katti and Singh (1966),

following a work by Duffour and Picca (1945), the most common types of
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imperfections are: (1) a constant tilt between the two wavefronts,
(2) the wavefront is not plane but slightly curved, and (3) imperfections
in the wavefront due to localized polishing errors.

For the first two

cases, the distribution functions are assumed to be of the form

F.(6fl)

=

1

for

-6J2. £ 60. s: Sfl.
1
x

0

otherwise

<

1

(3.59a)

where i = 1,2, and for the third type, the following assumption is
made

(6fl) 2
2(68.)*
F3C6fi) = e

(3.59b)

The integral (3.58) can be solved and the result is of the
type
I
I = — [1 + m cos

(3.60)

where m is given for the three cases by
sin6£2.
mi =

and

1 =

i

x'2

(3*61a)

^3
m3 = e

respectively.

2

Requiring that m

(3.61b)

0.998, the following constraints

apply to the characteristic phase and optical path differences A due
to each imperfection:
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£ .11

or

6S23 S .07

or

ss X/60,

i = 1,2

(3.62a)

and
A3 s A/90

C3.62b)

Furthermore, condition (3.62a) over a 5mm aperture implies a wedge of
about 1 arc sec between the interfering wavefronts.

Therefore assuming

that one leg of the interferometer is perfect, that is, all the wavefront
imperfections are due to one prism, the above conditions set the
specifications for the prism manufacture.

The prisms must be of such

quality, that it does not distort the wavefront traversing it, by more
than specified by (3.62).

Note that, specifying the prism as a whole,

reduces the manufacture cost, since the optician does not have to work
each surface to the ultimate tolerance.

Only the overall performance

must satisfy the required standards.

Filter Control and Stabilization

Introduction
This part of the work is still under study, but the general
philosophy of how to control the filter has already been determined.
The main problems are, how to adjust each stage to the desired passband,
how to precisely determine the wavelength of the passband and how to
stabilize the filter at the desired wavelength.

In addition to those

requirements, the FTIR beamsplitter of each interferometer must be
optimized to the filter's passband. The OPD and the FTIR gap of each
stage, are controlled by six piezoelectric transducers, three for each
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parameter.

With this scheme, a translation and two rotations about the

perpendicular axis can be obtained by properly using summing amplifiers.
Because of the large number of independent parameters to be
adjusted and controlled, the filter's operation becomes practical only
with the use of a minicomputer.

A schematical view of the filter and

its configuration is shown in Figure 20. The system's main features
are explained next.
A white light source is used to provide a control light beam
in the same general passband of the filter itself.

This is done by

using the same pre-filter as for the telescope light signal.

The

pre-filter, described in the next section of this work, is controlled
by signals originating at the computer.

The width of its passband is

just necessary to isolate one free-spectral range of the first stage.
At each interferometer stage, the light from the complementary output
is collected by an optical detector.

This information is, as it will

be shown later, used to adjust the stage in question.

Conqjlementary

output means the complement of the direct output with respect to the
total light entering the interferometer stage.

The beam of light

emerging from the last stage is fed into the reference interferometer.
The order number for this wavelength is determined and then compared
to that of a known wavelength such as the one of the He-Ne laser.

This

comparison enables a fine determination of the filter's passband
position.

Hie scanning reference interferometer is provided also with

a broadband light source such as a Ga As diode.

This feature allows
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The SCLERA filter control system.
A schematic view of the filter and its control system is
shown. Ic denotes the complementary output of the stage
and PZT refers to the piezoelectric crystal transducers.
The other terms are self-explanatory.
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for a determination of the zero order number by observing "white light"
fringes (Peck 1955).

As shown in Figure 20, all the operations

are controlled on-line by a minicomputer.
Next a description of the method used to lock each interfer
ometer to the pre-filter passband is given.

After that, procedures

for a fine tuning of the instrument are discussed.

Tuning the SCLERA Filter
The main objective of this subsection is to examine how each
interferometer can be adjusted so to optimize the transmission in a
given wavelength or in other words, lock the system to a particular
wavelength.

Consider an incident beam of light with a Gaussian

distribution of wavenumbers centered at v and with width Av.
o

This

seems to be a good representation of the pre-filter output or the output

of the preceding stage in the chain.

The complementary output of any

interferometer stage is therefore given by
12
(1 - cos2Trvq) dv

(3.63)

or

cos2irv q

(3.64)

where AVp is the interferometer free spectral range in terms of
wavenumbers and q is the optical path difference of the stage in
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question. The error signal necessary to adjust the stage to the proper
optical path difference can be obtained in two ways.

The first is to

modulate q and then perform phase sensitive detection on the first
harmonic signal.

This is the most common procedure and a typical

example is in the work by Drummond and Gallagher (1973) where this
technique is used for locking a Fabry-Perot interferometer passband to
a wavelength given by a grating monochromator.

The second technique,

(Moore 1976) which is more amiable to digital electronics, involves
incrementing and then decrementing the OPD by a small amount and then
taking the difference between the signals at these two extreme positions.
The error signal can therefore be written as,

E = I (q + <Sq, V ) - I (q - 6q, V ).
c
o
c
u

(3.65)

Using (3.64) in (3.65) and assuming 6q « q, the following

expression

is obtained
ttAV]2
E - e

~ . AV rJ

sin (2irvo6q) sin (2iTVoq).

(3.66)

This error signal, to be used in a servo loop, is driven to zero, there
fore making VQq equal to an integer.

The voltage

in the piezoelectric

transducers necessary to fulfill this condition is then stored in the
computer for continuum usage.

By this procedure, the stage passband is

locked to the wavenumber v . The above technique is applied to each
stage in sequence, starting from the interferometer closest to the
pre-filter.

The optimum voltages, for the transducers controlling the FTIR
gap, can be found in a similar manner.

This time however, the light

signal is detected after the last stage by another detector (see Figure
20).

The correct voltages are found by maximizing the detector signal.

As before, the value of the correct voltage to be applied in each
piezoelectric crystal is stored in the computer.

If it deems necessary,

a second optimization of the OPD for the interferometer can be conducted
after the correct FTIR gap has been found.
All that was said above is for coarse tuning of the filter.
The wavelength of the passband is known to the accuracy set by the
calibration of the pre-filter.

For fine tuning, use has to be made of

the scanning reference interferometer.

A calibration of each stage

within its own free spectral range is also necessary.

This calibration

procedure can be done by simply scanning the OPD in each interferometer
in such a way that the complementary signal output goes from one
minimum to the next one.

The voltage change needed to scan over one

spectral range is then stored into the computer and the OPD brought
back to its original value.

Then for each stage, the change in OPD is

given by

6qn

=

an6Vn

>

.

where 6Vfi is the change in the piezoelectric voltage and

C3-67)

the

proportionality factor that depends essentially on the transducer
properties and the mechanical characteristics of the system. From the
calibration procedure outlined above
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On

=

(3.68)
n

where X' is the passband wavelength and the AVr the voltage necessary
to scan over one free spectral range.
An accurate determination of the filter's passband wavelength
can now be made. This involves comparing order numbers between the
unknown wavelength and a known line such as the one produced by a He-Ne
laser.

The procedure for this determination is as follows.

First the

scanning reference interferometer is brought to a condition of zero OPD
by observing "white light" fringes, from a GaAs diode light source,
for example.

After this is done, the OPD in the reference interferometer

is scanned to a value close to the OPD of the filter's last stage.
During this scanning, the number of fringes from the laser light and
from the unknown wavelength are counted.

At the end of the scan, the

unknown wavelength is given by

NL

• TT XL *

n

ax

+

n

ax

(X' -

xL) + .
(3.69)

where X^ is the laser wavelength and N and

the fringe counts in the

laser and unknown wavelength channels respectively. The second term has
its origin in the dispersion of the materials in the interferometer.
In (3.69), Adg and Ad^ denote the path difference in glass and air with
index of refraction n^ and n^ respectively. Higher order terms will

also be present in (3.69).

If the interferometer is designed so that

the optical path difference is entirely in air, the second term in
(3.69) becomes negligible. Regarding the accuracy of the wavelength
determination, the standard deviation of A' is

ffx, = ttj

+

A'2)1/2 ^ ,

C3.70)

where c?N is the standard deviation of the fringe counting process.
The value of N is limited to that one corresponding to the OPD in the
last stage of the filter. This is necessary in order to keep the
fringe visibility sufficiently high in the reference interferometer.
Using simple techniques, one is able to count fringes up to one quarter
of a fringe, by locking at the maximum, minimum or inflection points
in the fringe pattern.

With some more elaborate techniques such as

statistical averages or fringe interpolation, the value of

can be

substantially lower.
The next step is to discuss the filter fine tuning techniques.
It is necessary to know the corrections to be made in the OPD of the
various stages so to bring the system to the correct wavelength.
If qn is the OPD of the n

stage, the condition for the change

in OPD in order to bring this stage to perfect alignment is

qn
jT =

% * S%
,

(3.71)

where A is the value of the wavelength one wishes to tune up the filter.
Using (3.67) and (3.68) in (3.71) the following expression for the
fine tuning servo loop error signal can be obtained.
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5Vn

AVn

° %

•

t3-72'

The only unknown in expression (3.72) is the OPD of the stage in
question.

A precise determination of this parameter can be made before

assembling the filter, by measuring the free spectral range of each
stage using a monochromator with the necessary resolution.
This basically con^letes the discussion relative to control of
the filter.

The control beam through the filter, originating at the

white light source, can be maintained during the actual course of
measuring the telescope light signal.

For some low signal experiments,

when scattering from the control beam may disturb the actual light
detection, this auxiliary beam can be periodically eliminated.
can be done by moving the movable mirror shown in Figure 20.

This

In this

mode of operation, the fine tuning servo loops must be periodically
open and the frequency in which this is done will be dictated by the
filter's stability.

The Pre-Filter

The Pellin-Broca Mounting
In order to isolate only one free spectral range of the high
resolution section of the SCLERA filter, a pre-filter is needed.

For

some specific application in which one desires to work in a predetermined
passband, commercially available interference filters can be used.

But,

for a more flexible system, a tunable pre-disperser such as grating or
prism monochromators must be used.

The latter are simpler to use and
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probably cheaper since one prism can cover a wide range of wavelengths
as opposed to blazed gratings that are optimized for a particular
passband.

Out of the different ways in which a prism monochromator can

be mounted, the configuration chosen is the Pellin-Broca mounting
(Sawyer 1963 and Bousquet 1971).

The great advantage of this arrangement

is its simplicity, not requiring any extra mirrors as is the case with
the other mountings.

The prism used in the Pellin-Broca configuration

is the constant deviation prism and as shown in Figure 21, it is
equivalent to a combination of three prisms.

In order to scan over the

different spectral regions, the prism must be rotated around point 0
(Forsythe 1917). This point is the intersection of the line DC and the
bisector of the angle BAD (see Figure 21).
The angular position of the prism, in the condition of
minimum deviation can be shown to be given by

6 = j+ £ - sin-1 [n sin £],

(3.73)

where <5 and £ are defined in Figure 21 and n is the glass index of
refraction.

The change in <5 necessary to cover the spectral range

between .4ym and l.Oym is of the order of 6° for most glasses.

Diffraction and Other Effects in a Prism Monochromator
The theory of the prism monochromator is already well established
(see for example, Bousquet 1971) and some of the relevant results will
be quoted directly. However, regarding diffraction effects, the
available literature is not that clear and the results are not very
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The Pellin-Broca prism monochromator.

convenient for immediate use.

For this reason, some time was spent

in investigating the diffraction effects on the ideal triangular
transmission characteristics of a prism monochromator.
According to diffraction theory (Born and Wolf 1975) the
energy distribution in the exit slit corresponding to the center of
entrance slit is given by

(3.74)

where x is the coordinate along the slit width and a the half-angular
width of the beam as seen by the entrance slit (see Figure 21).

It

is assumed that the slit height is much larger than its width, so is
a one dimensional problem.

The prism monochromator transfer function

is found by integrating (3.74) over the entrance and exit slits, with
the appropriate normalization factor.

Therefore, the transmission

curve centered at X = A is
o

TCA - y

-d

-00

1/2
(3.75)
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where

A

-

h.

AXT

=

fjDCA)

^3 ~

(3.76)

a'

(3.77)

(3.78)

and

is the angular dispersion of a prism with refracting angle 2£ and index
of refraction n.

Note that AXT is the full width at half maximum of

the ideal triangular transfer function, i.e., without considering
diffraction effects.
Of interest, is to compute the ratio between the real half
maximum width

AXD

and the ideal AX^.

This was done by numerically

integrating equation (3.75) and then computing the width AX^.
result is shown in Figure 22 along with the ratio

The

defined as the

ratio of energy for |X - Ao| > AA^ to the energy for |X - XQj < AX,j,.
Both quantities are plotted as a function of dj/dD where dQ is the
width of the diffraction pattern, at the exit slit plane, due to an
infinitely narrow entrance slit.
Other effects such as curvature of the slit (Boutry 1962) can
modify the monochromator.transfer function.
shift the peak position.

The basic change is to

This effect can be compensated by carefully

calibrating the monochromator.

A more serious problem regarding the

prism monochromator, is the difference in transmission as a function of
polarization of the incident light.

Indeed, using the Fresnel formulae

(Born and Wolf 1975), it can be shown that, for the prism at minimum

2.2
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2.0
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30%

1.2
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do
Figure 22.

Diffraction effects in a prism monochromator.
Given here is the ratio between the half widths of the
diffraction corrected transfer function and the ideal
triangular transmission curve. Also shown is the total
off band transmission Eq/E^ due to diffraction effects.

deviation, the ratio of transmissivity between the perpendicular and
parallel polarization with respect to the incidence plane is

(3.79)

So, for n s: 1.8 and 2? = 60°, T^0.5.

Pre-Filter Specifications
Once the monochromator basic configuration has been chosen,
there remains three parameters that will tie down the pre-filter
specifications.

They are, the prisms glass, the slit width and the

focal length of the auxiliary lenses.
The basic constraint equation for the pre-filter is the
following:

AXd

=

AXp x g

(3.80)

where AXp is the free spectral range of the high resolution section and
g a design parameter preferably smaller than unity.

With the aid of

equation C3-77) and the ratio Dp between AX^ and AX^,, (3.80) can be
written as

"clj"

=

D(X) AXp •

(3.81)

D(X) depends on the choice of glass (see 3.78) and Dp can be extracted
from Figure 22 once X and a are fixed.
length dependent.

It is obvious that $ is wave

As it turns out, 3 decreases as the wavelength
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decreases, so it is sufficient to specify the parameters for the upper
wavelength.

For the SCLERA filter, a = 1/200 and d^ = 50pm.

If the glass chosen is SCHOTT SF6 (Shott 1966), the following
solutions result,

fi

C3'S2)

'ItofiT

and
.99 x 10"3 D
g(X)

=

B(l.Oym)

(3.83)

D(A) AXp

Remembering that the free spectral range for the high resolution section
is given by

AAptt) =

AXp (XQ)

(3.84)

and AXn (X = 6000A) = 10A, the value of B(X) can be calculated (see
r
O
Figure 23).

Similar analysis could be done if the slit width were the

free parameter.

In summary, the results in equation (3.82) and in

•Figure 23 specify the monochromator characteristics under the constraints
set above for the SCLERA system.

Summary of SCLERA Filter Characteristics
To conclude this chapter, the calculated properties of the
SCLERA filter high resolution section.is presented in Table 6. These
results were obtained throughout this chapter and using the formalism
developed so far.

A brief explanation of the table is given next.

1.0

E
a.

o
01

S F 6 GLASS

C =30°

.4

.6

.8

1.0

X(ftm)
Figure 23.

Pre-filter design specifications.
The ratio between the pre-filter transmission profile
halfwidth and the SCLERA filter free spectral range is
plotted as a function of wavelength.
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Table 6. SCLERA filter high resolution section specifications.

wavelength (A)
Property-

4000

Free spectral range (A)

4.4

6000

8000

10

18

10000
28

Resolution (FWHM in A)

.02

.05

.09

.14

Tunability (A)1

.02

.04

.06

.09

9%

2.4%

1.6%

1.2%

- 1 arc sec wedge

1.5%

1.2%

1%

- A/70 polishing defects

2.6%

1.5%

1.2%

- A/60 wavefront curvature

1.5%

1.2%

1%

14.6%

6.3%

4.8%

Offband transmission
Intrinsic to f/100 system
Defects in optics

Total attainable

.9%
1%
.9%
4.0%

Peak passband transmission
- FTIR beamsplitter

96%

91%

88%

87%

- Absorption in glass
and coupler

66%

95%

97%

97%

80%

81%

82%

84%

44%

62%

72%

80%

22%

44%

50%

57%

- Reflection

losses2

- Fringe modulation
Total transmission
*for a fringe counting accuracy of
2assuming

= 1/4

maximum inter-stage reflection losses, i.e., neglecting
interference effects
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The resolution is the width of the passband measured at half
maximum.

The numbers quoted for the tunability are when assuming one

quarter of a fringe accuracy in the fringe counting process. The
effects contributing to the offband transmission were divided in two
classes.

The first involves effects due only to the f/number of the

system and assuming perfect alignment of the various interferometers.
The second includes contributions from the non-ideal characteristics of
the optical components.

Defects such as angles errors, localized

polishing errors and curvatures of the surfaces will contribute to the
offband transmission.

Relative to the peak transmission, the various

contributions are due to the FTIR beamsplitter optimized for both
polarizations, absorption in the glass and in the RTV-rubber optical
couplers, reflection losses in the glass-air and glass-RTV rubber
interfaces and finally, effects due to deviation from unity of the
fringe modulation of each stage.
Finally, a summary of the overall SCLERA filter characteristics
and mode of operation is presented in Table 7.
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Table 7.

SCLERA filter general characteristics.

Clear aperture of the high
resolution section

1 cm2

Glass of the high resolution
section

SCHOTT F7

Fine timing parameter

Separation of prisms
piezoelectrically controlled

Passband control and
stabilization

Fringe counting and comparison
in a laser stabilized
scanning reference inter
ferometer

Pre-filter

Constant deviation prism
monochromator (60° refracting
angle)

Glass of pre-filter

SCHOTT SF6

Coarse tuning parameter

Pre-filter prism rotation

Overall filter control

Requires a minicomputer

CHAPTER 4

ROOM TEMPERATURE VULCANIZING SILICONE RUBBER
AS AN OPTICAL ELEMENT

Introduction
Interface reflection losses between the various stages of the
SCLERA filter are a serious problem without the use of some kind of
optical coupler.

This coupler must satisfy several constraints.

It

must be highly transparent, flexible in order to provide mechanical
isolation between the stages and finally, it must allow the coupling
to be broken and then restored again with relative ease.
Due to its very attractive properties, room temperature
vulcanizing silicone rubber (RTV) is a very good candidate for such a
coupler.

RTV is available in two major groups.

The most common type

is a one-package silanol condensation curing RTV.

A second type of

RTV is a two component form in which a polysiloxane is mixed at the
time of use, with an alkali catalyst similar to the one used in many
epoxies.

After a few hours, depending on the temperature, the end

product is a rubber like substance.

This allows for the fabrication of

RTV elements of any desired form by using casting molds or it can be used
"in situ" as in the present case.
The relevant optical properties of clear two component RTV
are not available in the scientific literature. So, for a complete
assessment of the use of RTV as an optical element, the task of
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measuring these properties was undertaken and the results are presented
in the next sections of this chapter.

But before this, a few lines will

be dedicated in presenting some of the preparation techniques necessary
to produce an optical grade substance.
In the last section of this chapter some new applications of
RTV in active optics and its possible use in biological systems will be
presented.

Preparation Techniques
The RTV of interest in optical applications is the clear two
component type.

This kind of product is manufactured worldwide by

several companies but the present work was conducted only with one
product, namely General Electric RTV-602.2
In order to produce a reasonably good optical quality RTV
element, the first rule is cleanliness.

All containers, and parts that

will come into contact with RTV should be free from dust and other
extraneous elements.

After the uncured RTV is carefully weighted, the

catalyst must be added.

The amount of curing agent varies from between

.25% to 1% of the uncured RTV by weight depending on the curing time
desired.

Incorrect amounts of catalyst will result in a not completely

cured end product that will remain as a high viscous fluid for a long
time.

Sometimes, a solid precipitation occurs in the catalyst,

probably triggered by atmospheric humidity.

When this happens, the

catalyst must be filtered or better, centrifuged to clean it up.
zManufactured

by General Electric, Silicone Products Department,
Waterford, New York 12188.
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After the catalyst is added, the RTV must be thoroughly mixed.
The next step is to dearate the mixture in a vacuum chamber for at
least fifteen minutes. To break up all the air bubbles, the pressure
should be varied periodically.

For certain applications in which light

scattering by the microbubbles is a problem, one should use a lower
catalyst concentration in order to increase the pot life, and dearate
the mixture up to two hours.
RTV does not adhere to a clean smooth surface and may be
released from molds very easily when completely cured.

For bonding

RTV to surfaces, they must be completely cleaned and then a primer
such as General Electric SS-4044 should be applied.

Optical Properties

Introduction
The first step in determining if any material is suited for
optical applications is measuring its most important optical properties.
The techniques used and results obtained in the measurement of the
extinction coefficient and index of refraction as a function of wave
length is given in the next two subsections.

After this, the

experimental determination of the temperature coefficient of index of
refraction is discussed.

The results of this section have been

published (Smolka and Hill 1977).

Extinction Coefficient
Since it is very difficult to separate absorption from
scattering effects, they are usually cast in a single parameter

called the extinction coefficient.

More specifically, the trans-

mitivity T through a slab of thickness £ is given by Lambert's
law

T = exp (-X&)

(4.1)

where x is the extinction coefficient.
The method used for obtaining x was that of double beam
spectrophotometry.

Two slabs of different thickness of RTV were

prepared according to the techniques presented in the preceding section.
Each slab was contained between two microscope slides and mounted on
two circular bases so to have a kinematic mounting inside the
spectrophotometer sample compartment.
a Cary 14 double beam instrument.

The spectrophotometer used was

The recorded optical density as a

function of wavelength was the difference between the reference and
sample compartments.

By doing this, common effects such as interface

reflection losses, are eliminated and the result is the optical
density of the extra amount of RTV in the sample compartment.

To

further compensate for extraneous differences between the two channels,
a run with both compartments empty was made.

This baseline determina

tion was conducted before and after each run with the RTV.

The

extinction coefficient was then computed using
X(A)

=

IdW 'BW)

(4-2)

where £ is the difference in thickness between the reference and
sample RTV slabs, d(X) the recorded optical density and B(X) the
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baseline as a function of wavelength. The optical density is defined
as the logarithm of the inverse of the transmitivity T.
The resultant value of x(^) for GE-RTV 602, measured using the
techniques described above, is shown in Figure 24.

For comparison,

in the same figure, the extinction coefficient for SCHOTT BK-7 glass
(Schott 1966) is also plotted.

Up to a wavelength of .75 ym, the

detector used in the spectrophotometer was a photomultiplier and beyond
that the light detector was a PbS photoconductive device.
With respect to errors in the data.of Figure 24, explicit
expressions can be derived (Cary 1964).

Considering the photomultiplier

to be "shot noise" limited, the transmission uncertainty is given by
N,
i- /TTT2"

°T
pm

(4.3a)

n

where T is the transmittance and

the rms noise at T = 1.

For the

PbS detector, being thermal noise limited,

aTl

= N2 /I + T2 .

C4.3b)

J PbS
From (4.2), the standard deviation in the extinction coefficient is
given by

°x • N2*]

• <v!]1/2

(4-4)

Remembering that d = log (1/T), then
ad

=

aT
.434 -f .

(4.5)
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Figure 24.
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Extinction coefficient for General Electric RTV-602
and Schott BK-7 glass.

Then, (4.4) can be written as
I

3 + eXJi

a.

(4.6a)

2

X

A<.75ym

^

ACT)

vTTTx*

(4.6b)

JX>.75um

The value of

is roughly one fifth of the peak to peak noise in the

baseline (T = 1) set of measurements, and so Nj = .002 for the
experiment reported here.

Consequently the data of Figure 24 has a

relative error of the order of a few percent.
The transmittance of a given amount of RTV may vary slightly
from the results quoted here depending on the preparation conditions,
age and other environmental factors.

Index of Refraction
The index of refraction of GE RTV-602 was measured using
minimum deviation refractometry (Longhurst 1973).

For this purpose,

a prism of RTV confined between microscope slabs was fabricated.

As

pointed out by Longhurst (1973) these parallel-sided plates of glass
have no effect in the measurement of index of refraction. The RTV
prism had an equilateral triangle shape with 5 cm sides.

To cover most

of the visible spectrum several arc lamp light sources were used.
TTie index of refraction is given by the so called Newton's
formula
n

sin 1/2 (a + 6)
. a
sin j

(4.7)
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where a is the prism angle and 9 the mimimum deviation angle for the
wavelength in question.

The variance of n in terms of the variances

in a and 6 is given by

a2

=

9n 2 0 , r3n)2
0 +
a
.30J
1*5)
\

(4.8)

<

where
sin

9n
30t

2

(4.9)

a
1
c4r,2 ^
2 sin

and
8n
"5S" ~

cos i (a+0)
• a
2 sin y

(4.10)

0

The RTV prism was placed in a goniometer table thus forming a
spectrometer.
procedures.

The determination of 0 was done according to established

The results are shown in Table 8 together with

some intermediate results used for the data analysis. The prism angle
ex was also determined and the value is

a

=

59.856° ± .001°.

The standard deviation of the angular measurements were obtained from
statistical analysis on the set of measurements of each angle.
Since it is sometimes useful to have an analytical expression
for the index of refraction, a least squares fit to the dispersion data
was made yielding the result

Table 8.

Light
Source

Index of refraction for GE-RTV 602 at 23°C.

Wavelength
A

< 6 >

_
*
< 0)

3n
"9a

9n
"Sf

n

n

Hg

4047

30.484

.002

.5281 .7065 1.42150 .00003

Hg

4358

30.168

.003

.5227 .7085 1.41760 .00004

He

4471

30.105

.002

.5217 .7089 1.41682 .00003

He

5016

29.738

.002

.5155 .7112 1.41227 .00003

He

5876

29.390

.002

.5096 .7133 1.40794 .00003

He

6678

29.211

.007

.5065 .7144 1.40571 .00009

Ar

7504 +
7515

29.124

.006

.5051 .7149 1.40463 .00008

*Angular dimensions are in degrees

Ill

1.420

1.415

1.405

1.400
0.4

0.7

X(ftm)
Figure 25.

Index of refraction for General Electric RTV-602.
The dots are the measured values and the line is a
least squares fit. (Eq. 4.11).
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n2 = 5.085 x 10"2X2 + 1.9022 + 2.783 x 10"2X~2
•

- 2.610 x lO-3*-* + 1.645 x lO^X"6

for the wavelength A given in microns.

(4.11)

The above expression and the

index of refraction from Table 8 are plotted in Figure 25 showing good
agreement between the data and the fit.
The index of refraction was measured at 23°C, seven days after
the preparation of the RTV and the curing agent concentration was .25%.
It is important to know these details since the physical properties of
RTV might vary for different environmental and preparation conditions.

Temperature Coefficient of Index of Refraction
Contrary to glass that has a reasonably good thermal stability
in the index of refraction, RTV as well as plastics in general have a
factor of 100 to 1000 worst thermal stability.

Van Raalte (1960) has

measured the index of refraction for silicone oils as a function of
temperature. His data shows a An/AT ^ -2.5 x 10~1,/°C quite similar
to the value of An/AT ^ -1.5 x 10~V°C (Raine 1950) for plastics
materials.
In order to measure the value of An/AT for RTV, a parallel-sided
plate interferometer was set up according to the scheme in Figure 26.
By measuring the number of fringes as a function of temperature, the
change in optical path in the RTV can be obtained and subsequently the
value of An/AT, if the coefficient of linear expansion is known.
The optical path difference between the beams reflected at
the first and last glass-air interface is

WvAAAAA/

POWER
SUPPLY
THERMAL
ISOLATION
BOX

'RTV
MICROSCOPE
SLIDE

NiCr
HEATER
OPTICAL
DETECTORX

LENS

BEAM
EXPANDER (4x)
CHART
RECORDER

HeNe LASER
NOT TO
SCALE

Figure 26.

/

Experimental set-up for measuring

.
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OPD

= (tajh + 2np)

(4.12)

where h is the thickness o£ the glass slabs, n^ its index of refraction,
n the RTV index of refraction and p the thickness of the RTV slab.
For a change AT in temperature, the change in the interference
order number, or the number of fringes recorded is to first order in
AT given by

AM

=

4nl'^0

*

+

where a^,

2n'Po

r

1

[ccij + ep ATJ

r

"i

—J— [(a0 + e0) atJ

(4.13)

a^, Bq, n^' and n' are defined as follows

n^

=

n^'(1 + a^AT)

n

=

n'(1 + otQAT)

h

=

h0(l + B2AT)

P

= P0(l + 3QAT)

The first term in the right in (4.13) is of the order of .2 for the
experiment reported here, so it will be neglected in the remainder of
the discussion.
The experiment was carried out in the following way. The
heater current was set to some value while the optical detector output
and temperature was recorded as a function of time. When the sample
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reached a more or less stable temperature, the heater current was
increased again and so on.

In Figure 27 the change in number of

fringes |AM| and change in temperature AT is shown.
the time in which the current was increased.

The arrows indicate

From the results in

Figure 27, the value of the relative change in optical path length T
RTV as a function of temperature can be extracted and the result is
shown in Figure 28.

T is defined as

T

= JMA

(4.14)

2n'P
0

or
x

= (aQ + B0) AT .

(4.15)

This data (Figure 28) does show the general behavior predicted by (4.15).
Deviations from the ideal curve are mainly due to uncertainties on the
temperature data.

The thermometer was not directly probing the region

where the laser beam was traversing but a nearby region a centimeter
away.

The error bars in the temperature data are of the order of half

a degree.
The data in Figure 28 can be least squares fitted to a straight
line.

From this fit the solutions for a^ are

aQ

=

± (.95 x 10-3) - 30

(4.16)

where the sign ambiguity arises from the fact that the direction in
which the fringes are moving is unknown.

The sign of

was determined

independently by simply observing the deviation by a RTV prism of a beam

• I AM|

x •

x AT

*•

X
X

*

•

t

"*

J

* •

J

0

Figure 27.
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Figure 28.

Relative change in RTV optical path as a function of
temperature.
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of light.

From this qualitative observation, the sign is negative,

consistent with the result for liquid silicone and plastics.

The value

of the coefficient of linear thermal expansion C3q) is given in the
General Electric Data Book S-353 as

= 2.92 x 10"V°C.

So from

(4.16) we have ot^ = -1.24 x 10"3/°C resulting in a temperature
coefficient of index of refraction of An/AT = -1.7 x 10"3/°C.

In using

the General Electric value of 8^ it was tacitly assumed that the linear
expansion of the material was not seriously modified by the presence
of the microscope slides.
There are several error sources in this measurement such as in
the temperature data and in the process of converting the number of
fringes as a function of time to a function of temperature.

For this

reason, only two significant digits are used in the value of An/AT
quoted above.

There is also no reason to believe that this value will

not depend on the preparation procedures and age of the RTV.

Neverthe

less, this measurement was not intended to be of high precision but only
to give a reasonable idea of the magnitude of the effect.

RTV Young Modulus
When the RTV is used as a flexible optical coupler between two
optical elements, it is necessary to know its elastic properties so that
one can design the system accordingly. Since this information is not
available in the literature, a simple experiment was conducted in order
to determine the Young modulus.

3General

12188.

The technique used to obtain the

Electric, Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York
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elastic properties of RTV tinder compression was as follows.

A

7.5 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm slab of RTV was prepared according to established
procedures.

An aluminum plate was placed on top of the slab and force

applied to the plate by means of weights. The differential displacement
was then measured using a micrometer.

The reading was taken in four

points around the periphery of the plate so as to compensate for tilts
due to decentering of the weights. The data is shown in Figure 29.
along with a straight line least squares fit.
The Young modulus Y is given by

F = ™ AL

(4.17)

where F is the applied force, A the area of the slab, L the thickness
and AL the displacement due to F.

From the value of the least squares

fit and using (4.17) the Young modulus is Y = 1.5 x 106N/m2.
A summary of the relevant properties of GE-RTV-602 discussed
so far is presented in Table 9. These results were taken from this
work and from the information available from General Electric.

Applications of RTV in Optics
Apart from its use as an optical coupler, RTV can be used in
some very interesting applications.
use of RTV in active optics.

In the first place there is the

By this is meant an optical element that

can change some of its optical properties such as shape and focal
length very rapidly under the action of some external agent.

Caudell

and Smolka (1977) succeeded in constructing RTV lens cells that can
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Figure 29.
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Elastic characteristics of General Electric RTV-602.
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Table 9. Some physical properties of GE-RTV-602.

Property

GE-RTV-602

Index of refraction (X = 5876A)

1.408^

Abbe number

55.1Ca)

Temperature coefficient of index
of refraction (X = 6328A)

-1.7 x 10~3(°C)-i(a)

Extinction coefficient (X = 5500A)

0.04(cm-1)

Young modulus

(a)
1.5 x 106(N/m2)

Coefficient of linear thermal
expansion

-i<X>
2.92 x lO'VC)

Thermal conductivity

(b)
.151(Kcal/mh°C)

Dielectric strength

(b)
1.97 x 107(V/m)

(a) This work
(b) From General Electric Data book S-35
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change the focal length by means of a pressure transducer.
presented two basic lens elements.

They

The first is a solid cylinder of

clear RTV in which the ends can be cast to any desired shape by using
adequate molds.

The optical properties of this element are changed

by uniformly applying pressure, by means of a fluid, to its side.
The second configuration consists of two co-axial disks of RTV
separated by an index of refraction matching liquid.

This fluid

transmits positive or negative pressure thus changing the configuration
to a positive or negative lens.

In their paper, Caudell and Smolka

present a great deal of experimental results for the two configurations
as well as theoretical analytical expressions that allow the design
of lens elements of the second type.

These theoretical results, based

on first order theory of deformable bodies agree quite well with the
experimental data on the shape and focal length of the RTV lens. Of
course, the RTV surface can not take an optical figuring comparable to
glass or even plastic but the idea is not to substitute for these
traditional materials but to offer an alternative in certain applications.
These deformable lenses present an attractive characteristic, that is,
of being able to change from a positive to negative lens very rapidly
and without any elaborate mechanical system.
The other area of applications for RTV is in biological systems.
The optical characteristics of clear RTV very closely resemble those
of the human eye.

It is becoming very common to substitute plastic

lens for the crystalline human eye when damaged by cataract (Lahaye 1976).
RTV may offer alternatives to plastic elements that could save

considerable time and efforts in the actual installation procedures
of the artificial lens.
current practices.

One possible scheme is suggested by the

First the damaged crystalline liquid that lies

inside the lens capsule is removed by techniques such as PhacoEmulsification (Lahaye 1976) in which a hypodermic needle is vibrated
so to homogenize the cataract material allowing it to be pumped out.
After this, the mixed RTV, in its initial precured liquid state is
introduced into the lens capsule by another needle. The lens capsule
will then resume its original lowest energy shape, which corresponds
to nearest focus.

Or the patient can be suggested to focus at a given

distance du.: tng a few hours so as to force the ciliary muscles to shape
the curing RTV to a particular form.

After the RTV is cured, corrections

for near and far focus can be achieved by weak bifocal standard
ophthalmic lenses.
Another possibility is the use of RTV pre-molded lenses in
the substitution of a damaged cornea.

There are however a series of

questions concerning the effects of RTV in the chemistry of the eye.
If there are problems in this area, it may be possible to develop new
types of clear RTV that will couple well with the biosystem of the
eye.

A series of experiments are currently being planned to determine

the feasibility of the above ideas in the biochemistry area as well as
to determine if the lens replacement techniques are sound.

This work,

on the use of RTV in active optics and in biological systems, is
partially supported by a grant from the University of Arizona through
the Office of the Vice President for Research.

CHAPTER 5

TESTING OF OPTICAL COMPONENTS

Introduction
According to the discussion in Chapter 3, the optical quality
of the prisms, constituting the single stage interferometers, must be
very high.

Only by carefully checking the prisms specifications one

can expect to duplicate experimentally the filter's characteristics as
predicted by the detailed calculations of Chapter 3.
The SCLERA prisms (see insert in Figure 2) were manufactured
by Zygo Corporation and delivered with a Twyman-Green interferogram
containing information about their optical quality.

Due to the very

stringent specifications on the prisms, a simple look on the interferograms was not good enough to determine the prismas characteristics.
More sophisticated methods had to be used in order to extract
information about the quality of the transmitted wavefront as well as
data relative to the various angles of the prisms. These techniques
are described in the next section. The data reduction and final
results are shown in the last section.

Techniques
The methods for obtaining a Twyman-Green interferogram for a
prism are well discussed in the literature (Briers 1972 and Wyant 1976).
But, for completeness, the configuration used at Zygo Corporation to
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obtain the interferograms for the SCLERA prisms, is shown in Figure 30.
A tilt between the two interfering wavefronts is introduced in order
to produce a few fringes over the clear aperture.

Note that the

fringes are roughly perpendicular to the apex line of the retroreflecting
angle.
The first step in analyzing the interferogram is to determine
the relative position of the fringes.
different methods.

This can be done by several

Initially, the use of a manual comparator to digitize

the relative fringe locations was attempted.

This method proved to be

not very dependable due to the fact that the positioning accuracy was
lower than the wavefront deviations to be measured.

The second, more

successful method involved scanning the interferogram with a HilgerWatts microdensitometer.

This technique, very time consuming and

tiresome due to the lack of modern equipment consisted of scanning each
interferogram in a direction perpendicular to the fringes.

The fringe

positions were then measured graphically in the recorded output.

This

procedure was applied to each scan line and nine scans were made in
each prism interferogram.

The accuracy of the measurements range from

between X/40 to X/200 depending on the quality and contrast of the
interferogram.

An example of a complete microdensitomer tracing of an

interferogram is given in the next section.
Once the fringe locations are conveniently digitized, the
interferogram analysis can be performed using a computer.

Several

standard programs for this kind of analysis are available, such as
FRINGE (Loomis 1976). However, due to the rather special nature of
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the techniques used to obtain the fringe positions and the kind of
analysis one is after, it was much simpler to develop a new program.
For the SCLERA prisms, the information needed is twofold.
First, the deviation
prism is sought.

from a plane of the exiting wavefront from the

Secondly, the deviations from 90° of the retro-

reflection and pyramidal angle are desired.

The techniques used to

obtain both sets of information are described next.
The deviation from a plane of the tested wavefront can be
casted in one parameter called the wavefront rms value 10^^ defined
as follows:

CO

rms

vW(N-l)

N
N Z u).2
i=l 1

'N
E to.
i=l 1

z

1/2
(5.1)

where co^ is a given wavefront error and N the total number of samples
taken.

The wavefront errors uk are obtained after removing tilts and

DC components from the interferogram data.
calculated in a two step process.

Operationally, the ok are

First least squares fitting the

fringe data to an expression of the type

<d(x,y)

=

A + Bx + Cy

(5.2)

and then calculating the residuals between (5.2) and the data.
The angle errors can be determined by noting that, the inter
ferogram fringe spacing in an arbitrary direction, is to first order
related to the tilt of the wavefronts about an axis perpendicular to
this direction by
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(5.3)

In the above equation A is the fringe spacing, A the wavelength and 0
the tilt angle.

An angle error a, in the prism will produce a tilt

2a between the interfering wavefronts.

This angle a can be separated

from any external tilts by comparing the fringe spacing between the two
sub-interferograms composing the whole interferogram (see Figure 30).
Defining the x direction parallel to the line dividing the two
sub-interferograms, the retroreflection and pyramidal angle errors are
given by
(5.4a)
and
6

respectively.

• 4Hy

(AS)X

(5.4b)

The quantities involved in equations (5.4) are as follows,

n is the glass index of refraction, AS the difference in spatial
frequency between the two sub-interferograms in the direction given by
the subscript x or y and y any scale factor between the interferogram
and the real optics.

The spatial frequencies in the interferograms are

related to the coefficients B and C of (5.2).
This completes the discussion of the techniques used to extract
the SCLERA prism specifications.
are presented and discussed.

In the following seetion the results
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.REFERENCE
OPTICS
nnn

COLL! MATED.
LASER LIGHT

.BEAMSPLITTER
SCLERA PRISM

MASK'

INTERFEROGRAM

SUB INTERFEROGRAMS
Figure 30.

Testing the SCLERA prisms.
Arrangement for obtaining a Twyman-Green interferogram
for the SCLERA prisms.
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Results
The interferograms of the first fourteen prisms are shown in
Figure 31.

The prisms identified by HO are all identical and the ones

identified by H are for the first five stages of the filter. Some of
the interferograms are not of very good quality but nonetheless, they
were used for the analysis.
The interferogram's negative transparencies used for the
microdensitometer tracing were 6.5 x 6.5 mm in size for each subinterferogram and the scans lines were .8 mm apart.

The microdensitometer

slit width and height was .03 mm and .2 mm respectively.

For illustration

purposes, a set of six consecutive microdensitometer scans for the right
hand side sub-interferogram of H03 (see Figure 31) is shown in
Figure 32.

This figure was assembled in such a way that the position of

the first left hand side fringe is coincident for every scan.

Deviation

in flatness of the wavefront will manifest itself as a shift in the
positioning of the other fringes.

In Figure 32, the scale is such that

a distance between fringes represent a A deviation.
The criterium used for determination of the fringe center was to
locate the half point of the width at half maximum.

In cases where the

fringe peak exhibited some structure due to noise, the average half
point of the widths taken at different heights was used.

Six scans of the

right hand side and three of the left hand side sub-interferograms
(see Figure 31) were made.

The wavefront analysis was performed using

only the right hand side sub-interferograms.

For the angles determination,

both sub-interferograms were used according to the techniques explained
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Figure 31.

SCLERA prisms interferograms.
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FRINGE POSITION
Figure 32.

Microdensitometer scans of interferogram.
Six microdensitometer scans of interferogram H03 is shown.
The left hand side fringe position is made to coincide for
ail scans.
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in the last section.

The result of the analysis is presented in

Table 10.
The errors listed in Table 10 are all standard deviations of
the data around the average values listed. The wavefront rms value
error is associated with the standard deviation of the fringe spacing
for the particular interferogram.

Of importance to note, is that the

prisms are better than A/50 over the clear aperture probed (12 x 12 mm)
and that the angles are held below the 1 arc sec tolerance.

Table 10

will be very useful when assembling the filter because a pair of
prisms can be chosen for each interferometer stage, so as to compensate
for angle errors.
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Table 10.

Wavefront
RMS Value (units of X)*

Retroreflection
Angle (arc sec)

Pyramid
Angle (arc sec)
1
o
U3

Prism

SCLERA prisms specifications.

+

.60

.14

+

.11

.20

.08

+

.30

+

.08

-.13

+

.08

-.18

+

.09

.08

+

.14

.010

.22

+

.40

-.15

+

.40

+

.015

.16

+

.22

.44

+

.34

.021

+

.012

.07

+

.20

-.07

+

.50

H 1

.014

+

.011

.40

+

.15

.11

+

.25

H 2

.011

+

.005

-.35

+

.08

-.37

+

.08

H 3

.012

+

.006

-.04

+

.08

-.12

+

.14

H 4

.010

+

.005

.09

+

.12

-.24

+

.11

H 5

.012

+

.005

-.01

+

.08

.13

.025

+

.012

HO 3

.010

+

.008

-.04

+

.11

HO 4

.022

+

.005

.27

+

HO 5

.020

+

.005

.22

HO 6

.013

+

.005

HO 7

.016

+

HO 8

.023

HO 9

*X = .6328 ym

«

HO 1

.08

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this work, was to investigate and propose
a novel type of tunable optical filter for solar studies.

For a

better assessment of the problem the work began with an overview of
solar spectroscopy and its currently used instrumentation.

From that

study it was clear that even though one had a variety of different
choices, a new instrument that could overcome certain existent limita
tions would be welcomed.

These restrictions were several and among

them one can list size, lack of wide band tunability, offband
transmission, stability and in some cases, resolution. Apart from
these reasons, the development of a new idea has merit on its own.
It was shown then, that a tunable optical filter can be
constructed by employing ten Michelson type interferometer in series
in a Lyot-Ohman filter configuration.

This system has a very compact

design thanks to the use of a new type of prism.

Another important

feature is the use of the frustrated total internal reflection effect
as a way of constructing highly efficient beamsplitters.

The filter's

design, potentialities, advantages and limitations were carefully
analyzed and supported by some rather extensive calculations.

These

calculations were applied to the case of the filter operating in
conjunction with the SCLERA telescope but the results could well be
134
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used for designing a similar instrument for some other optical system.
The filter's control and mode of operation were also discussed and due
to their complexity, a dedicated on-line minicomputer will be necessary.
And finally, as is the case for other instruments of its kind, the
SCLERA filter will require a pre-disperser.

The design of a specific

pre-filter utilizing a constant deviation prism is given in the text.
In order to solve a particular problem in the design of the
filter, namely, interstage optical coupling, the use of clear room
temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber is suggested.

Determination of

the most relevant optical properties of RTV was conducted, using various
techniques, and the results support the use of RTV as an optical
material.

Thanks to the easiness in fabricating an RTV optical

element, this material can have a variety of different applications.
The possible applications are, the construction of variable focus
lens, general use in adaptive optics both in transmission and in
reflection and more important, its use as a substitute for parts of
the human eye such as cornea and crystalline lens, damaged for example
by a cataract.
The main optical components for the filter, the SCLERA prisms,
were fabricated and tested.

These tests were conducted systematically

and the results show that the prism's specifications are within the
limits set for the desired performance of the filter. Several other
tests were performed in the laboratory and are not reported in the present
work mainly due to their preliminary character.

Among these, several

may be cited, such as techniques for mounting the prisms, their
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alignment and tests of the FTIR beamsplitter. So far the results are
considered positive, but a good deal of work remains to be done.
The conclusion of this work, therefore, is that a novel type
of tunable optical filter can be constructed. This device can

have

resolving power of 10s, very low offband transmission, around 5%, a
peak transmission in excess of 50%, a tunable range of several thousands
angstroms, be fine tuned in steps of the order of hundredths of
angstroms and finally be stabilized against a stable reference source
such as a He-Ne laser.

This instrument may find use not only in solar

physics but in other applications where a compact, high resolution
tunable monochromator is needed.

APPENDIX A

CONVOLUTION OF TWO LOCALIZED FUNCTIONS

Hill, Rosenwald and Bryan (1977) defined a finite Fourier
transform as

TT/2
i2kw
F(gjk,p,a)|
=\
da) g(p + a sinto) e

CA.l)

-TT/2
Of interest is the evaluation of (A.l) when g is the convolution of
two functions,
+00

g(x)

fa(x-y) hp(y) dy .

CA.2)

Expanding f^ and h^ as shown in (2.13), then, from Hill, Rosenwald
and Bryan (1977) one obtains

F(g;k,p,a) =

(A.3)

E Am Cn F(Hn * , * Hm $a2;k,p,a)
m,n

where

IT/2
F(Hn

d«si21» | dx H„

* Hm $a2;k,p,a)

27r2oy

y+p+a sino)
m

21'2*

+00

exp zxil • exp

Uy2.

-TT/2

(y+p+a sinoi):
2 cr
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Expression (A.4) is evaluated in Hill, Rosenwald and Bryan
(1977), and the result is
m/2

k+n
F<Hn

V * H* V*'P'a>
(n+1)
2

2y

2/Fy

-P2/4(O2+Y2)
e

4(CT2+YZ)

a2 + y2

00

I
p=0 4(a2+y2)

a2 + y2

D2p+2k+m+n

2cr

= izii

tP/C^+Y2) / 1

(A.5)

rcp+l) T(p+2k+l)

where D (z) are parabolic cylinder functions (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik
P
1965) and F the usual gamma function.
Of interest in the present work is the case a = k = 0.
Substituting (A.5) in (A.3), one gets
m+n
F(g;0,p,0) =

°m

£z!2_

Z

m,n

y—_
m+n+1

2 "

•-p2/4(ct2+Y2)
A C e
m n

(o +y )

(A.6)

W tp/coW)1'2]

From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965)

D£(z)

=

2"£/2

e"z2/4

H&(z/v^)

(A.7)
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Substituting (A.7) in CA.6) and using (A.l) and (A.2) the final result
is
+a>
, , ., . _
hp(y) dy -

y

(-1)"

m>n

™

m+n

in
°

n . n
Am Cn
m+n+1
(a2+y2) 2
Y

-x2
Ti

(A.8)
JI CCTZ+YZ)1/2

APPENDIX B

OPTICAL PATH DIFFERENCES IN A CORNER
CUBE INTERFEROMETER WITH A THIN BEAMSPLITTER

In his calculations of the optical path difference in corner
cube interferometers, Peck (1948b) considered a particular case when
only one of the corner cubes were tilted with respect to a reference
direction.

Later Murty (1960b) generalized Peck's result for both

corner cubes in any orientation.

Murty's results will be presented

next along with its application to the SCLERA interferometer.
The following terms and symbols are used in connection with
the corner cube interferometer (see Figure 33):
Corner point: The point in which the three mutually perpen
dicular faces of the prism intersect.
Glass surface:

The glass-air refracting surface of the

prism.
Pole: The point of the glass surface at the foot of the
normal to it from the corner point.
Prism axis:

The line passing through the corner point and the

Real prism:

The prism of the interferometer that is directly

pole.

viewed.
Virtual prism:

The image formed by reflection of one corner

cube in the thin beamsplitter.
140
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Figure 33.

Orientation of the corner cubes and definition of symbols.
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D:

Depth of the prism, distance between the corner point to

the pole.
n: The index of refraction of the prism relative to air.
Optical center:

The point on the prism axis at a depth D/n

below the glass surface.
2:

Reference direction of view into the interferometer.

S:

Distance between the optical centers of the real and

virtual prism.
D^, n^: Depth and index of refraction of the real prism.
D^, TI2:

Depth and index of refraction of the virtual

oij, o^:

The azimuth angles of the real and virtual prism

prism.

axis with respect to a plane containing 2 and perpendicular to the
plane of the page,,
$2:

"rhe angle between the real and virtual prism axis

and z.
d:

Angle between the line of optical centers and 2.

oj:

Azimuth angle of the line of optical center with respect

to the same plane to which 0^ and

are referred.

0:

Angle between the ray of light under consideration and

A;

Azimuth angle of the ray of light under consideration with

A

Z.

respect to the same plane to which 0^ and 0^ are referred.
C^, C2': Optical centers of the real and virtual corner cubes
respectively.
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C1N1'

^2*N2:

"I^ie

normals to t^ie

front surfaces of the real

and virtual corner cubes respectively.
Cj A^: The direction of the ray of light under consideration.

Using the above definitions, the expression for the optical
path difference as given by Murty (1960b) is:

OPD = bp + 2t6 cos (A-ii)) + b^'0 cos (A-a^)

- b^'S cos (A-a2) + b2,62cos2CA-a1)

- b2"02cos2(A-a2) + b302 - t03cos (A-io)

+ b4'03cos (A-ap - b4"03cos (A-a2)

+ b5'03cos3(A-ap - bg"03cos (A-a2) + .,

where
cos3.
b0

-

<7, 1

2D1

b2' = 2Dj

n,

cos3
1
al

bl"

-

1

sin3,

nl

cosg
2

1

°2

n2

2D2

cos&.
- 2D, °2' nn

sin3-

sin23.
V = Di

Cnx2

- 1)

+ 2h

CB.l)
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b2» =

D2 (n22

sin2g_
- 1) —3-

cosfL
b3 = Dl

cos3„
cos3'

cos3j - D2

n,

2005$^

cos 3j
sin3.

b ' " D1
4

V
2COS 32

cos^
+

V = °2

sing.
V

sin33, cos3,
b5' • »1 (1 - v>
b—L

V " °2

2s
- V>

sin33- cos80

V

S cos d = h
S sin d = t
and
err = (nf
- sin 3.);
v x
1
1

i = 1 or 2

Expression (B.l) is very general and can be used with any
desired configuration including the one in which different glasses for
the prisms are used.

For the specific configuration in which the

glasses are the same and all the optical paths are in glass, the index
of refraction can be set to one.

In this case n^ = n2 = 1.

Under these

circumstances the only b coefficients different from zero are b^ and
b3> so

0PDSCLERA

=

2h

"

h02 + 2t6cos

CA—to).

(B.2)

filter
For the important case of circular apertures, the line of optical
centers can be defined as the zero azimuth direction, so u = 0 and

OPD-. .
Circular
aperture

=

2h - h02 + 2t0cos A.

(B.3)

As a final note, it is important to remember that h and t are the
projection of the corner point along and in a plane normal to the
reference direction 2 respectively.

APPENDIX C

SOLAR DIAMETER AND THE RATIO nx

The purpose of this appendix is to investigate the possible use
of the proposed optical filter in the measurement of the solar line to
continuum opacities ratio ri^.

This experiment may be possible by using

the optical filter in conjunction with the unique capabilities of the
SCLERA telescope.
The parameter

characterizes the absorption line process

as can be seen from the solution of the radiative transfer equation
[Eq. (2.5)]

(C.l)

Please refer to Chapter 2 for definitions of the symbols used in (C.l).
Solution of (C.l) requires knowledge of the source functions for the
0
£
line S^ and for the continuum S^.

In the case of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) both source functions are set equal to the Planck
function for the specific intensity of a blackbody at the local
temperature (Zirin 1966).

Thus, in this approach, the absorption line

formation is dye exclusively to

This is essentially the Milne-

Eddington (ME) model for line formation (Zirin 1966). In this context,
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another assumption is made, namely, the ratio
independent of optical depth.

is taken to be

Therefore (C.l) can be solved in the

ME model by using some solar atmosphere model to obtain the run of
temperature as a function of the continuum optical depth and regarding
ti^ as a wavelength dependent parameter.

Some comments can be made here considering the approximation
of nx being independent of

C '

Although it may not be a particularly

good one, it is used quite often when analyzing the depth of formation
of weak absorption lines (Gurtovenko, Ratnikova and de Jager 1974;
Beckers and Milkey 1975; and Makita 1977) or the shape of Fraunhofer
lines (Athay, Lites, White and Brault 1972).
Using the above assumptions, it will be shown that ri^ can be
obtained from solar diameter measurements.

The techniques used to

determine a unique point in the solar limb are those of Hill, Stebbins
and Oleson (1975) and they will be briefly discussed later in this
appendix.
Assuming the Milne-Eddington approximation, (C.l) can be
written as
J

I (°,0)
x

=

sj exp

c

dTX
(1

* V cosF

» • V 5S&

(c'2)

Defining
i
COS0' ~

1

\

*

(cos0)

(C.3)
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and the solar limb darkening function
i,(o,e)
8,(0) W

x

(C.4)

Ix(0,0) '

the limb profile in the line (r)^ ^ 0) is related to the profile in the
continuum (n^ = 0) by
I

gjce) -

Rx gj ce>)

CC.5)

where
\

=

II(0.0)
(C.6)

ijco.o)

From the definition of 0, it can be shown that

•
A
sin
0

A
—

=

(C.7)

re

where r0 is the solar radius and x a coordinate perpendicular to the
line of sight, across the solar image.

So, (C.3) can be put in the

form
c
,
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c
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To a good approximation
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(C.9)
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So, defining a normalized coordinate from the solar limb inward as

u

=

r - x
_®_
,
o

fC.10)

vising (C.8) and performing a change of variable in (C.5), the relation
ship between the limb darkenings is given by

fa

-

R

CC.ii)

x%

Equation (C.ll) relates the limb profile in the line to the limb
profile in the nearby continuum.

The idea therefore is to compare

both limb profiles and extract the value of
A brief digression follows on how to identify a convenient
point on the limb profile that will allow the determination of ri^.
Obtaining quantitative information relative to the solar limb profile
is not a simple exercise due to the very nature of the solar limb and
other factors such as instrumental effects and atmospheric seeing.
Nevertheless, Hill, Stebbins and Oleson (1975) were quite successful
in dealing with this problem by using a novel technique. They were
able to define a unique point in the solar limb that has very low
sensitivity to seeing, being only dependent on the actual limb profile
and other controllable experimental parameters.

More specifically,

this unique point pQ is defined as

F(G; PQ, a) =

0

CC.12)
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where

F(G; p, a) =

i(p + a sinirs)(cos 2irs)ds

(C.13)

-1/2

G is the observed solar intensity, and the parameter a determines how
much of the solar limb is involved in the definition.

Due to

atmospheric and instrumental effects, G is not the real limb darkening
function but a convolution between the instrumental-atmospheric transfer
function and the limb darkening function g^ defined above.
This finite Fourier transform defintion (FFTD) is currentlyimplemented in the SCLERA telescope.

An on-line minicomputer calculates

F(G; p, a) and a servo system forces the solar detector scanning slits
to condition (C.12). Changes in pQ are measured by an interferometer
to an accuracy of X/8 or 1 milliarcsec in the SCLERA telescope focal
plane.
Of interest is to determine the sensitivity of the FFTD point
p

to the value of

from Eq. (C.ll).

The goal is to extract

for

«

different positions in the line profile by comparing pQ for the line
and continuum.
To first order, pQ is given by (Hill, Stebbins and Oleson
1975)
,
o

~

pCG;

0. a)
F'(G; 0, a)

(C.14)

where the denominator is the derivative of F with respect to p.
Stebbins and Oleson (1975) calculated the value of pQ above by

Hill,

assuming a specific representation for g^(u) and for the case of a
Gaussian instrumental-atmospheric transfer function.

pn

=

The result is

[0.3064 b a3/2 E,~5/A M(9/4, 3, Q + 0.1793 a5/4 £~5/8

M(2 1/8, 3, £)]/[M(3/2, 3, g) + 0.4532 b a1/2 C1/4

M(7/4, 3, £) + 0.7063 a1/4 c £~1/8 M(1 5/8, 3, £)]
(C.15)

where

K

=

a /2cr ,

a2 is the variance of the instrumental-atmospheric transfer function,
M(a,y,Z) is the confluent hypergeometric function, and b and c are
coefficients in the limb darkening representation

g,(u) =

A(1 + bu1^2 + cu1/4).

(C.16)

For values of £ « 1, Eq. (C.15) takes the form

0.5152ba3/2 + 0.2765ca5/4
37*
1.0 + 0.5390ba1/2 + 0.7702ca

(C.17)

At this point, it is convenient to introduce some specific
values for b and c so that pQ can be actually calculated.

Following

the work of Hill, Stebbins and Oleson (1975), the values chosen for b
and c are the ones that best fit Eq. (C.16) to Rogerson (1959) limb
darkening data at X = 5485A,
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b

=

0.1132

and

c

=

0.6410.

Rogerson's data was taken up to 50 arc sec from the solar limb inward.
For other wavelengths the very extensive limb darkening measurements of
Pierce and Waddell (1961) or Pierce and Slaughter (1977) can be used
even though they are not as accurate as Rogerson's data.
Using the values of b and c given above, pQ for the line and
for the continuum were calculated as a function of a, a and ri^.

What

. C
£|
one wishes to know, is the difference |po - pQ| and this is plotted
in Figure 34.

Note that |p£ - p^| can be made insensitive to a by

properly choosing the scan amplitude.
to changes in ri^.

I G
£i
Secondly, |pQ - pQ| is sensitive

Values of ri^ = 1, 3 and 5 corresponds to absorption

line depths of the order of 20%, 40% and 50% respectively, relative to
the nearby continuum.

One can conclude then, that r)^ can be extracted

from solar diameter measurements using the FFTD seeing insensitive
technique.
The ME model is best suited for weak absorption lines since in
this case the continuum and line core are formed essentially at the
same height in the solar atmosphere, thus making the
of

approximation more reasonable.

Figure 34

indicate also that the

for lower values of n^-

independent

Fortunately, the results of
extraction method is more accurate

This is very good, because it shows that the

results obtained so far and the ME model are consistent with each
other.

Finally it can be said, that the contents of this appendix are

a proposal for a posible experiment using the current facilities at
SCLERA and the proposed tunable optical filter, the main subject of this
dissertation.
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Figure 34.

The ratio
and solar diameter differences as a
function of scan amplitude.
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